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Editorial
w
Perfectly mirroring infinity on Earth,
the sea is an ideal choice for Schlock
Magazine's latest theme – endless
possibility tinged with colour, mystery
and danger. Our brave contributors
have peered into the abyss and they've
each come back with a very different
story to tell. We're excited to present
a wide variety of genres and forms,
with our regular dose of short stories
complemented by poetry and nonfiction. Our writers' subjects are just
as far-reaching, and include stories of
swashbuckling pirates and subaqueous
terrors alongside nostalgic meditations
and intriguing undersea commentaries.
We’re pleased to announce the
addition of Thom Cuschieri to our
cadre of illustrators – not only has he
created this issue's cover, Thom has
also illustrated several pieces and
contributed his own comic.
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The Nautilus ~ N.L.A. Brock

The Nautilus
“This inexplicable sadness will destroy you in the
end,” said Nautilus to Magpie. She waved her
tentacles to form the words in her mute, fluid sign
language.
It was better than ‘cheer up;’ it would’ve sounded
much nicer if it had made any sound. Last words
should sound nice, if nothing else.
Magpie's eyes were the only thing moving as he
watched Nautilus' tentacles go slack for the last time.
He couldn’t have said anything even if he'd wanted
to; his beak had crusted over with salt. And now,
the girl held Nautilus up, in her
pincers: her trophy. Magpie
noticed the sticky gleam where
the points began to pull her
slack body from the shell, and
closed his eyes.
He had come to see his best
and only friend because he
had been so long in the mountains. One sunny morning had
drooped into slow rain, and
the apple snails had started
wandering around on the logs,
and suddenly the years of missing her all stacked up at once.
Those brown, coiled shells, wet
and shiny, were her shell. The
doddering little snails were
nothing like Nautilus, but their
shells were a sad copy. Like the
little, red windflowers in the
grass copied the astonishing,
blue sea-anemones.
Magpie found Nautilus in the
same place he had first found
SEPTEMBER 2010

her. He was careful not to step on any anemones
this time, and thought he had avoided getting stung,
until he saw Nautilus. And his foot disappeared
into the the irritable, contracting balloon. Yanking
his sore leg up and out of the thing, Magpie cocked
his head at the change in Nautilus. She was almost
larger than him, now.
But soon, they’d chatted about next to nothing, just
like always, and Magpie tried to pretend he'd never
left. The tide pools, the beach, the cliffs, the water,
all exactly the same. But every time he looked back
down, the fantasy washed away.
So it was Magpie, looking
discreetly over his friend at the
strand beyond her, who noticed
it first.
Just a tiny shadow crawling
across the sand to the base of
the rocks. It disappeared out
of view as it came closer to the
base of the jetty, and Magpie
asked Nautilus what kind of
person could possibly be out at
the beach at this time of day, in
this kind of weather. The sun
about to set, enormous violet
thunderheads rising up out of
the clouds.
Nautilus said that she didn’t
know, but seemed a little upset.
But she always seemed a little
upset. Magpie dictated each
movement he saw to Nautilus,
who couldn’t see up over the
edge of her pool. A little girl,
finally, with messy brown hair,
winding and hopping slowly

“Magpie watched
the velvety
horseshoe of her
eye flap closed to
focus, straining
to keep his sharp
beak still. He
could so easily cut
her soft little body
like this, without
even knowing it;
she could fall;
she used to fit so
safely inside.”
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across the tide-pools like she were dancing. Something in her hands.
Then, Nautilus wanted to see.
Gently, Magpie tried to lift Nautilus up in his beak,
as he'd done when she were smaller, but she was
too big to fit. Eventually he had to stand with his
mouth to the ground as she twined her soft tentacles
cautiously around the sharp points of his beak. She
suckered herself to it, but her shell dangled wildly
off the end. Magpie watched the velvety horseshoe
of her eye flap closed to focus, straining to keep his
sharp beak still. He could so easily cut her soft little
body like this, without even knowing it; she could
fall; she used to fit so safely inside.
“It’s doubt,” Nautilus gestured emphatically with
all ten of her legs pointing out from her face. She
swayed and waved frantically to be let down.
Magpie put her gently into the water, stepping
aside as she swam
briskly to her niche
between the rocks.
She curled up into
her shell the slightest bit, and sat very
still, and neither of
them said another
word.
Magpie had heard
of doubt, but had
never seen her
before; he took
another look and
watched the pale
thing skip across
one of the channels.
She looked like any
other little girl, but
he'd heard enough to know better.
“I could carry you, and fly away to somewhere safe.”
“Your beak is too sharp for me to hang on that
long.”
“I could carry you with my feet, and you could hang
on to my legs with your suckers.”
The image of the seagulls taking up the sea snails
and dashing them against sharp rocks to pick out
their bodies came suddenly to his mind as he said
it. He wondered if it came to hers. They both knew
that he would never hurt her. He was not a sea bird,
anyway.
Nautilus sat for a long time with her legs curled
into a little flower around her mouth, watching him
out of one, delicate, saucer-eye.

“Anyway, where else could I go?” she’d said, fluttering out from behind a piece of coral, “This pool
has been my home since I hatched. Even when the
tide is high enough for me to swim out on my own, I
never want to.”
Magpie couldn't say where she should go.
He just stood and watched as the girl came closer,
rubbing his head against his side as the spray needled his eyes. The tide was coming in, and the white
foam that flew off it began to coat him in brine.
Doubt stopped several times to comb some of
the tide-pools. The salt began to lodge between
Magpie's feathers, while Nautilus drifted mutely in
and out of the antler-like red coral. Finally, as she
climbed the little bluff beneath them, Magpie could
see what she was carrying.
In one hand she gripped a bucket and a large net,
and in the other a set of calipers. Her arms stretched
out ridiculously
straight to either
side, balancing as
she tiptoed over
the slippery rocks.
Her tongue stuck
out endearingly in
a look of deep concentration, and her
pale eyebrows knit
together charmingly over her snub
little nose.
And Magpie
shuddered. He
couldn't have carried Nautilus away
by then, even if she
illustration by Thomas Cuschieri
had wanted him
to. The salt had weighted down his feathers, and he
would be too heavy to fly. He probably could have
just barely lifted himself.
So he stood, transfixed by the tools, and watched
in silence as the girl closed the last few hundred
yards between them. The steel of the calipers had
a mirror-shine, except where it was dull at the ends
from sharpening, where they were stained with the
purple and black and red blood of an army of different kinds of little creatures. And the net, an odd
thing to carry to the tide pools. It was long and attenuated, but wide at the mouth; the kind of net that
people used to catch butterflies.
And birds.

N.L.A. Brock lives in the middle of San Francisco with a spouse and a cat, spending too much time
grading papers and not enough time playing video games.
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Travelogues of Doom: Two Pirates and a Parrot ~ Krista Bonello Rutter Giappone

Travelogues of Doom:

Two Pirates and a Parrot
CAPTAIN’S TWITTER, 2010-07-16, 3 PM

Been an uneventful week.
CAPTAIN’S BLOG, 10 PM

Only mostly uneventful, as it turns out; my first
mate just reminded me that we ran into the Leviathan last Tuesday; sent a few divers down to the
submerged city of Atlantis on Wednesday (reminder:
upload photos); spied on an enemy submarine and
recovered confidential documents on the Thursday;
passed through a time hole yesterday. The scurvy
plays tricks on the mind. To think – I’d almost forgotten those. One of them might even be an hallucination, for all I know.
Connection’s down.
Recalculating location and
time by the stars. Revert to
old-fashioned CAPTAIN’S
LOG. I shall print out today’s log, put into a bottle,
and send it out to sea.
***
‘Fascinating read, isn’t
it!’ Maddalo put the paper
down, leaned back and
laughed heartily, taking a
deep swig of grog. ‘Do you
know, the poor deluded
captain turned around
when I came in – and
know what I said? – giving me very best pirate
impression so far, arrg, I
demanded his money or
his life – “Arrg matey ye
be sailing pirate seas now,
SEPTEMBER 2010

hand over the booty…”’
‘A masterful performance, dear.’
‘Arrg, aye,’ Maddalo grinned at her, revealing artfully blackened teeth. He chewed on his pipe and spat
at the parrot before pursuing his story. ‘The captain
turned around – and said, completely unfazed, “Ah,
you might be able to help. I think we must have
taken a wrong turn and wound up in a different temporal zone or dimension. Where and when are we?”
I obliged, of course, and told him we were in 1715,
and this was the Caribbean, and I was the Legendary
Blackbeard. He let me make away with everything
valuable on board – single-handedly! They believed I
was Blackbeard. Am I fearsome, or? Arrg.’
‘You would have struck terror into the heart of
Guybrush Threepwood himself.’
‘Thank you, darling. I
palmed this paper out of
curiosity – it’s a strange
print. Would you believe
though, he thought he
came from 2010? Hahaarg! Brilliant idea of mine,
darling. To take the pirate
costumes when the theatre
closed down, and terrorise
scurvy-ridden seafarers
who can no longer tell their
hallucinations from their
toes. Let’s drink to my brilliant idea…’
‘Mine.’
‘What?’
Julia sighed.
‘He probably still believes
the year is 1715!’ Maddalo
continued.
‘The year is 1715!’ said
Twitter the Parrot.
‘No, no – Twitter. We’re in
1890,’ Julia corrected it.
SCHLOCK MAGAZINE | THE SEA ISSUE
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***
Maddalo entered the navigation room. He
stretched and yawned. ‘Are we near the Isle of Blog
yet?’
Julia frowned, and peered at the charts. ‘We should
have reached it by now.’
Maddalo walked to the porthole. ‘What’s that?’
Julia stepped up beside him. ‘Land!’
‘Land ahoy! Make for land!’ Maddalo sang cheerfully, while Julia hobbled up onto the deck and limped
her way over to the wheel.
Maddalo followed, breathing in the morning sea air.
‘What’s that?’ squawked Twitter from his shoulder.
‘Ah, shut up,’ Maddalo poked the Parrot with one of
the feathers in his hat.
‘Maddalo, no – really,’ Julia shielded her eyes from
the sun. ‘Maddalo – can you see what I see? Take
down the Jolly Roger!’
‘It’s a crowd of people –’
‘And?’ she prompted.
‘Some wooden things on the pier, with ropes and…
skeletons hanging from them? It must be a pirate
themed holiday island. Say, maybe they need a pair
of experienced and committed animators to keep up
the quality of the entertainment. Wouldn’t appear to
be so high, with the guests all out here observing the
ocean.’
‘Maddalo! Take down the Jolly Roger!’ Julia commanded.
‘Ok, ok, as you wish my darling – but shouldn’t we
show them we’re committed to the roles…’
‘Do it!’
Maddalo scaled the mast, and snagged his hook on
the flag.
‘Hurry!’
‘I’m trying, arrg salty wench!’ he said through gritted teeth.
‘They’re shooting at us!’
Maddalo fell beside her in a heap, the flag in tatters
around him. ‘What’s going on?’ he asked as the boat
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was rocked by a deadly
cannonball.
‘The year is 1715!’
said Twitter the
Parrot.
Rowboats were
heading out
from shore,
and closing the
distance fast.
‘The year is
1715!’ squawked
Twitter the Parrot.
Julia and Maddalo
stared at the people in
the rowboats.
‘Either your theory is correct, Maddalo, and they’re in period costume, and
these are fake cannonballs…’ She dodged, as one
struck the mast and splinters went flying in all directions.
‘Or?’ Maddalo asked, anxiety in his eyes.
‘The year is 1715!’ said Twitter the Parrot.
She shuddered. ‘It doesn’t bear thinking about.’
Maddalo said, ‘All hands on deck.’
Julia clutched the wheel.
‘Turn about! Turn about!’ Maddalo waved his feathery hat at the approaching rowboats, and pointed his
glittery cutlass (courtesy of the props department)
in a general direction away from the shore. ‘About,
about turn!’
‘I’m taking her as fast as I can! She won’t go faster.
Please dear, would you stop waving that sword
about. It’s catching the light, and blinding me.’
They ducked as a cannonball flew overhead.
A voice bellowed ‘Prepare to be boarded!’ Feathers
bobbed up as Maddalo risked a peek. Julia pulled
him back down. There was a creak of the boards
behind them.
‘Welcome to Blog Island, pirates; you’ll never
leave.’ Julia and Maddalo looked up the length of the
swords pointed at their necks, into the equally cold
and steely eyes of the Mayor. ‘Drop your weapons!’
The glittery cutlass fell out of Maddalo’s hand, with
an embarrassed tinny clang.

‘You would
have struck
terror into
the heart of
Guybrush
Threepwood
himself...’

***
‘Well, we’re playing to an audience again darling
Julia.’
‘Well worth a momentary sharp pain in the neck,’
Julia commented as they were led towards the steps.
The booing crowds threw various edibles in their
direction; they were misbehaving just like the best

8

‘That was your idea, darling,’ said Maddalo, pointing his pipe at the Parrot. ‘Why ever should we need
a Parrot, that doesn’t even get the date right?’
‘For credibility, dear. Pirates are expected to have
Parrots. And I never complain about your idea – I
think it was a great idea for me to have a leg amputated and be fitted with a pegleg.’
‘Yes, I think your pegleg and my hook were strokes
of genius. We’ll show the critics – no one enters
more fully into the form and spirit of a role.’
‘Indeed. ’Twas well worth the anaesthetic wearing
off halfway.’
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panto audience. Maddalo caught a broccoli floret in
his mouth, and felt the old affection for his audiences returning. ‘Ah, I’ve missed you lot!’ he tried
to sweep around to take a bow, but tripped in the
chains binding him. The crowd laughed – he played
the moment for all its comic worth, and tripped up
again just to hear their reaction.
They reached the steps. ‘Let’s mount the stage, darling. After you,’ Maddalo bowed as his hobbling Julia
passed onto the scaffold.
‘Yes, this is the Finale I always hoped for,’ she muttered; ‘where’s the curtain?’
‘Well noted darling. Where’s the curtain?’ The
guards pushed him onward. ‘Now, not so fast. The
audience want their money’s worth. Curtain!’ he
called out.
‘I’m sure the setting sun as backdrop is enough,
dear.’
‘You are right, Julia. The setting sun looks far better
than any of Gillbert’s yellow splodges.’
‘And descending night makes a fabulous curtain.’
‘What shall we do for an encore, darling?’
‘I don’t think that will be necessary, Maddalo dear,’
Julia said, as the guards tightened the noose around
her neck.
‘Right, always leave them wanting more. You anticipated my very own idea.’
‘Right,’ Julia nodded tiredly. The hemp fibres tickled
her throat.
‘The fact that they’ll expect an encore, or a curtain
call – we’ll defy convention. Brilliant. We’ll drink to
this some day.’ The rope was lowered over his head.
‘Some day.’
‘Any last words?’ The Mayor stood, ramrod straight
and steely-eyed, impatiently tapping the wood with
his staff.
‘Of course – this will be our famous last performance…’
‘Julia & Maddalo ™,’ Julia announced.
‘And Twitter. Twitter wants a cracker.’
‘I found this,’ said a guard apologetically. He set
Twitter the Parrot on its Master’s shoulder, and
placed a tiny noose around its neck.

‘Now – what does the audience want us to be? We
can be anything,’ Maddalo looked around hopefully.
‘You are pirates, dirty thieving sea rats,’ the Mayor
coldly informed him.
‘Arg, we can be that indeed, nay – we are that.
Aren’t we, me salty sea wench?’
Julia tapped out a rhythm with her wooden leg.
‘Aye, that we be.’
‘We will loot yer shores, plunder yer ships’ holds,
slaughter all on board, pillage yer villages, rape yer
women.’
‘Not that, dear.’
‘Not that, or me saucy sea wench will be skewering
me throat whiles I lie in my grog-drenched sleep.’
‘Aye. When you be lying like an innocent babe.’
‘Not that, darling.’
‘Like the big strong bearded pirate ye are, drunk
after a night’s revels. Arg.’
Maddalo threw his head back and uttered his greatest ‘Aaaaarrrrrrrrggggggggggg’ yet.
The Mayor nodded. The Executioner released the
trapdoor.
The crowd was silent for a moment, then a cheer
and applause filled the air. They left, en masse,
discussing the execution – they’d never seen such
satisfyingly piratey pirates.
Night descended; the parrot hovered, forgotten, a
streak of colour in the night. It came to rest on its
dead master’s head, pecking at the knotted curly
black wig. ‘Twitter wants a cracker,’ it demanded.
After an hour of no response, not even an insult, it
slipped its noose and flew away.
Parrotexts:
Somewhere in 1890, an eye-catching poster outside
the closed theatre bore the legend ‘Valuable and
much-loved exotic Scarlet Macaw Parrot missing –
answers to the name of Twitter.’ Below it, in a barelylegible already faded scrawl, were the words ‘Julia &
Maddalo ™ were here.’
Krista Bonello Rutter Giappone, 2010-07-16
Illustrator: Edward Dalmas

Thanks to a supervillain DIY-kit, Krista has the cape, the mask, the detachable antennae. In the
meantime – while hatching plots in her build-it-yourself underground laboratory and mobilising
legions of pixels for space-invasion – she writes the occasional short story and play, and is a Phd researcher in punk and alternative comedy at the University of Kent.
Lawyer by day, artist by night, several things in between: Edward is the person to call if you need a
jack of all trades who is ALSO master of them all. His positive attributes being far too many to enumerate concisely, we will just stick to his negative traits – which as you can guess is a pitifully short list.
Indeed his Achilles’ heel – his Nemesis – is a self-effacing humility which verges on saintliness. Ok, we
know, that’s not a very negative point. Neither is it very true. However it will have to do for now... :-)
SEPTEMBER 2010
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IN THE BELLY OF THE WHALE ~ Gerry Hayes

IN THE BELLY OF THE WHALE
By Gerry Hayes

Without the daily rotation of day and night I am
unaware of how long, exactly, I have been in the
belly of the whale. With only the glaucous glow of
phosphorescent seaweed to provide light, circadian
cycles break down more quickly than you’d expect.
Early on, I found an old crate and, for the period I
call day, I sit on it, staring at the walls of the whale’s
belly. In the seaweed’s glow, they appear a wet
and foetid purple.
Occasionally, the
walls pulse and
writhe and my own
stomach heaves in
time with them and I
think I’m going to be
sick.
I never am.
Other than these
undulations, my
accommodations
appear, relatively,
inert. I feel no
movement as the
beast traverses the
oceans, which I
assume it must. I
can, however, hear its
moans--those who
call it whale song
have not listened
from an internal
vantage.
The whale’s belly
has its own fauna.
At night, strange
and skeletal bat-like
creatures fly from
unseen recesses and

buzz about my head. Their wings are diaphanous-beetle wings, really-- and they have no eyes.
In truth, I can’t really consider these creatures
nocturnal as the seaweed permits only perpetual
twilight but they tend to come most active when I
am asleep. More than once, I have woken to find a
number of them on my face and hands, clinging with
tiny, keen teeth to me, feasting on my blood.
Once, when
hunger drove me
to it, I returned the
favour. Insubstantial,
sardine-bones
crushed between my
jaws and thin, dark
liquid spurted. It
tasted like pennies
and seawater and
I drank it down
greedily.
I wonder if I am
a prophet. I wear
sackcloth and try to
believe in God. I
kneel by my crate
sometimes but find
nothing about which
to pray. I consider my
sins but deem them
insufficient to worry
a god and meriting
little atonement.
I atone anyway.
I drink the blood of
another bat creature
and I think of the sun.
The whale moans in
torment.

Gerry Hayes mostly sits around all day and drinks tea. Occasionally, he writes stuff and sends it to
strangers so they can humiliate him and debase his efforts. Apart from the self-harm to dull the shame
of failure, it's not a bad life. Like I say, there's tea. Gerry's blog is stareintospace.com and you can have
easily-digestible, bite-sized pieces of him at twitter.com/gerryhayes
Image by William Blake
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Overboard
By CRISTINA LOVIN

[ originally appeared in Ab Ovo ]

All seas, all straits, all bays, all gulfs—
I’d like to clutch them to my breast, feel them in my arms
and die! – Fernando Pessoa as Álvaro de Campos

Some things, they are a mercy not to know—
like how to swim when trawling out on open sea.
Old fishermen know it’s better not to fight
when fallen overboard into the frigid sluice.
Three minutes, if you’re lucky. Five or six
if you try to save yourself. Fool. Struggling
just prolongs the pain. And those at rail
and wheel who watch in vain can only cross
themselves above the churning foam. So close
your arms around your chest. Let out
your breath and simply slide beneath the wake.
There is no point in lowering the boats.

Christina Lovin is the author of What We Burned for Warmth and Little Fires. A two-time Pushcart
nominee and multi-award winner, her writing has appeared in numerous journals and anthologies.
Southern Women Writers named Lovin 2007 Emerging Poet. She has been Writer-in-Residence at Devil’s Tower National Monument, H.J. Andrews Forest in Oregon, & Connemara, home of Carl Sandburg.
Her work has been supported with grants from Elizabeth George Foundation, Kentucky Foundation for
Women, & Kentucky Arts Council.
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The exile of Sneaky Jack ~ Teodor Reljic

The exile of
neaky Jack

Unidentified journal fragment, found off
the coast of North Carolina, 22 November,
1718.
Rattling cages; the place is about to explode from the
noise and I feel my body: naked and grimy from this
animal hole.
Captain Blackbeard is dead. I can feel it in the
Navy’s sneers and jeers: they descend from the deck
to ‘inspect’ us, patronizing us with rhetorical questions and arbitrary beatings. They make themselves
look busy: moving boxes, hurling abuse, while my
fellow crewmen, the final pack of Blackbeard’s loyals,
jeer with defiant abandon: more themselves now
than they’ve ever been.
The place is dark, the noise makes concentration
impossible, but I realize that my cage lies opposite
Sneaky Jack’s. For whatever reason, three of Maynard’s men have chosen to single him out. The big
one is laughing at something I do not get a chance
to hear. His friends whisper something mock-conspiratorial, and the big one lowers his trousers to his
knees and begins to piss in Sneaky Jack’s cage.
I want to draw attention to this, to at least dignify
one of our own with focused, angry solidarity.
But all my fellow crewmen do is bray and really,
what else is to be expected? This will be our end, and
we refuse to go quiet. I cannot make any noise above
the din.

12
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True to his name, and bolstered by his bony simian
legs, Sneaky Jack bounces back in recoil to avoid the
sailor’s stream.
Over the din, I think I hear: “Sprightly little lady we
have here, boys – looks like we can turn this into a
team sport!”
His friends heed to this and, curiously, Sneaky Jack
edges forward, on his knees.
The sailor to the left passes another comment, but
the trio have no time to laugh: first, the two at the
extremes are yanked towards the bars from their
crotch, to collapse onto the ground, knees first,
before Sneaky Jack grabs a hold of the big one and
I can see what he is doing: the scalpel he normally
hides on the roof of his mouth has been unleashed
on their manhoods, which drape the ground in
thick, shadowy dollops.
The next thing I witness, after a full second ticks
into shape, is the form of Sneaky Jack’s electric head:
a nervous buzz of sharp cheekbone and jaw; with a
starshaped beard, all haloed against hopelessly dirty
and obstinately vertical hair.
He extends his left hand, and whatever it is he is
holding remains engulfed in darkness while he suspends it, assuring the un-manned members of the
Royal Navy that they are going to die at the hands of
a Blackbeard pirate, one they would have executed
only a day from now.
There are three bangs and - -

8
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In its way, it had been elegant. The hugeness, seen
from most angles, was just so much bulk: a reptilian
creature, the island nonetheless glided across the sea
as if it had just forced the water into a home.
Travellers would rarely apprehend it in its entirety;
even a fin was large enough to be mistaken as landscape, seascape.
It should not, by rights, have been there. Its body
was bone-dry, though its home was the sea, it was a
reptile… categories slid off it as easily as the water
did.
It rose from the surface, and the sea it encountered
was not in the least bit clear or tranquil. With detritus scattered across the surface and an alien, pungent green colouring its interior like the outpourings
of some sickly squid, these were not welcoming
waters.
The lizard-island moved with purpose, and without
any sense of stealth or subterfuge, despite its lumbering speed. Were a boat to float by, it would drift
past it with no heed as to what was happening.
Below, the beast’s tail made a distinct flutter; an
aberrant move, even the most basic of lifeforms
could intuit that this meant panic, or at least a sense
of sudden urgency.
The island it pretended to be, splayed on its back,
shook. It shook again and again, but the creature’s
SEPTEMBER 2010
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movement was steady, inevitable.
Something had been set in motion.
***

There had been expanses of tree-freed acorns,
studded fields used for torture or play.
There had been bowers shaped like giant wine barrels, the oak crackling with delicious age as Sneaky
Jack stepped in, the crisp grass surprising his wellworn soles (this was an altogether alien experience:
he was not used to the ground, and neither the raw
wood. The wood he knew was controlled, shaped
into ship form for travel and pillage.)
There had been long nights – both troubled and
blissful – spent among the deep trees, the rustling of
animals and insects either lulling or ominous.
Sneaky Jack explores the island with no purpose for
days… in an enraged fever, he gathers fruits, notes
the landscape and starts again, numb to his movement, feeling nothing except the fresh images seared
onto his mind.
In that varied expanse, he feels suspended away
from his former self. Willingly and not, he is transforming from the inside out. He spends days, which
feel like hours, and vice-versa, in a haze between
sensation and no sensation; his body a canvas for the
island and the island a canvas for the body: a passive
explorer. He has experienced mutiny before, even
exile and imprisonment, but it is only on this island
SCHLOCK MAGAZINE | THE SEA ISSUE
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that he feels a sense of finality, an innate knowledge
that he is changing. Before, his instinct would tell
him to flee, for death and glory, on an improvised
raft. Now, all he feels is a contained inertia; he wants
to explore his vast prison, and feels no compulsion
to leave.
He makes a home out of the rocky enclosure, a few
miles (as far as he can make out) from the coast he
approximates King George’s men had thrown him.
On what he believes to be his second week on the
island – he keeps half-hearted track of time through
marks on rock faces, improvised landmarks, a system he quickly abandons – Sneaky Jack hears odd
skittering noises. There is only a cool quiet in this
enclosure, which reminds him of the fact that he is
getting old, old enough to enjoy it.
He tries to identify the noise, but it disappears as
soon as crouches to the ground for some quiet. He
needs meat – the simple insinuation of an edible animal being present is enough to remind him of what
he is missing, and he begins to drool, feeling neither
shame nor abandon, simply letting his body do what
it will.
He has a mission now: he will find something to
kill and cook, and he will occupy days and nights
with it.
But two nights later, the island begins to shake.
***
Some will call the island-beast Leviathan, some
will call it Kraken, some Zaratan; but whatever appellation it is given will doubtlessly be of academic
importance once its target has been reached.
But its journey, smooth at first, is losing momentum. First, it cuts a whale with its tail. Then, it chips
off a smaller island from a large, but uninhabited
one.
It is not in its nature to be reckless.
***
Sneaky Jack’s skin has begun to peel from the sun,
and the sweat sears his fresh-but-rotting skin: he
feels like an adolescent again, only without the vitality. His shade is gone – the rock has been cracked
by what appears to be an earthquake.
Only it isn’t an earthquake. The island is moving.
Sneaky Jack is familiar with that initial rumble, the
shake of the sea bubbling underneath, the inevitable

plunge into adventure, the only thing he knows.
But this is not the pace of a schooner. It is luxuriant, and even the destruction is relatively sedate: it
is only cliff faces, the rock surfaces that avalanche
forward, lunging into the unsteady earth with dramatic crashes, dispersing birds and, Sneaky Jack imagines, having just gotten acquainted with a variety,
obliterating entire insect cultures.
Though its pace is not fatal, the island’s resolve is
steady. Sneaky Jack rushes into the jungle, with all
the hopelessness of a lemming freshly endowed with
self-awareness. He is as directionless now as he had
been on his arrival. Only now, he finally realises that
humans, even pirates, are not welcome here.
***
Perhaps out of desperation, it makes an absurd
gesture.
The island arches its back forward, revealing its
true skin and obliterating the sham of an island in
the process. As the last remnants of its rocky mask
collapse into the sea, an underwater groan shakes
the expanse, and all creatures empty themselves out
of its orbit.
All except a single seagull.
It flies in full confidence, lowering itself to the
beast’s level.
When it reaches the beast’s mile long neck, there is
a foamy rumble, and its head is raised.
It is both shark and dragon; both frog and dinosaur. The seagull glides just under its leathery eyelid
– which could have housed a dozen of flocks – and
touches it with its wing.
The beast descends and, within seconds, disappears, leaving only a foamy mess in its wake.
***
The body of Sneaky Jack floats over the mess, as
much detritus as anything else. The scarred, pock
marked body has an immaculate tan, its wiry frame
testament to the agile health he was endowed with,
out of circumstance more than anything else.
He is entirely naked: and peripheries of his body
are lost – a toe, bits of scalp – but his frame remains
obstinately entire.
A school of fish, passing by after the beast had disappeared, entangle themselves in his hair.
With futile effort, one of them tries to chew itself
free.

Teodor Reljic was once an addict, but now prefers tea. He thinks Malta is perfect for many things, even
though co-running a fiction magazine may not necessarily be one of them. Still, he persists, for lack of
any business and, indeed, common sense.
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The Island
***
“Our very own deserted island!” Barbara clapped
her hands excitedly, her arm-fulls of golden bangles
jangling away noisily. Sam smiled, showing rows of
gleaming white teeth, very few of which were his
SEPTEMBER 2010

own: “It’s going to be just me and you Barb, just the
two of us in paradise”. The island had just come into
view on the horizon, just far enough off the mainland to feel like their own private little kingdom, yet
not too far that they couldn’t reach it within an hour
or so, in case of any unforeseen eventualities.
“Three months of bliss.” Barb sat back comfortably,
feeling the sun on her chocolate-brown arms. “I’ve
packed enough booze for six months of oblivion”,
Sam guffawed loudly, sending a bird that was quietly
perched atop the boom shooting into the air in a
flustered panic. The island was picture-postcardperfect as they sailed into a tiny natural cove that
was like two rocky arms outstretched to embrace
them; all green leafiness and white sands, with a few
palm trees dotted around, just for atmosphere.
“There are the huts, darling”, pointing excitedly to
the three little rooms set up just a couple of weeks
SCHLOCK MAGAZINE | THE SEA ISSUE
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In the strange, murky period of primordial time,
when earth and sea struggled apart and jagged cliffs
rose sharply to meet a darkly brewing sky, the waters
began one day to whirl and foam, although no wind
yet ruffled their glassy surface. Two liquid beings - if
beings they may be called – in the chaos of terrifying
upheaval, intertwined aqueous limbs, and in dark
watery depths began their fevered congress. And
soon, where the two great seas had met, far below
the twilight caverns of the sea, the first tiny creatures
- mere clusters of appendages - writhed blindly in
the watery gloom, and crept silently towards vague
milky rays.

G CARDONA
BY BETTINA BOR
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a coop for a couple of chickens, maybe another hut
for his ‘n’ hers showers… Barb, meanwhile, had
recently taken up painting, and took to capturing
views of the island; sometimes in the morning, and
at other times in the growing dusk, just for the challenge of capturing those damned tricky shadows.

“Let’s explore!” Barb jumped ship as Sam tied the
little sailing boat to a wooden pole. The island was
tiny, easily traversed in fifteen minutes at a leisurely
pace - but that was as big as they required it to be really, just big enough for two. One side was rocky and
perfect for fishing - or a little snorkeling should Sam
fancy it, and the other was tropical- paradise-sandy,
just right for sunbathing and a little light reading.
Barb was already in her itsy bitsy bikini – the one
that looked like it was covered in fig leaves: she’d
found that funny. Sam looked her over and raised
one eyebrow mischievously .“Now all we need’s that
darned snake”. “Har har” said Barbara. “Har har,”,
Sam replied, winking and pulling her towards him.

But some islands do not take kindly to men trampling all over them, dropping pencil shavings in
their bushes and lighting bonfires on their beaches
by which to re-enact scenes from their favourite
shipwreck movies. Islands are special places - some
might even say they are sacred. Surrounded by an
infinite desert of sea, they are like the junction of
two axes of a cross, mingling the temporal with the
eternal. To truly inhabit an island is to open oneself
up to a world beyond normality, a world outside of
time itself.

And so the days went by in relative peace. Sam
found his inner colonialist and went round planning things and making
little drawings on
scraps of
paper:
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It was Barb who first had the strange dreams.
At first, she put it down to all the healthy air she
wasn’t used to, and perhaps her imagination running a little wild, now that she could be considered
something approximating to an artist. They were
wild, complex dreams: the island’s vegetation often
featured heavily, but it was animate somehow, lianas
intertwined luxuriously and insects grew larger than
houses, standing upon their hind legs and waving
their antennae until she cowered in their shadows in
fear. Sam laughed when she told him about it over
their fresh fruit-juice at breakfast, but it was easy to
laugh during the day time, when things were solid
enough, and they could just spot the mainland
hazily sitting on the ledge of horizon. As night
fell, however, edges dissolved: everything
seemed to float in the watery blackness that
stretched out far beyond, and devoured the
contours of their world.
“Let’s get out of here, please Sam?” Barb
batted her huge eyelashes that she’d spent
fortunes tinting and curling, just so she
could perfect that wheedling, pathetic
look she knew no man could resist. “Aw,
come on Barb, we’ve only been here a
couple of weeks, I’m sure we’ll settle in
just fine. And if you don’t face this now,
we’ll never be back again”. Sam hadn’t
swung countless board meetings over to his
side to lose at something like this.
But really, while they sat and squabbled like
insignificant insects, buzzing away the hours under the glass bowl of a sky, the decision had already
been made, though perhaps they’d already known
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before by their very exclusive carpenter. The first
was a minimal bedroom, the second a stylish little
toilette (“Bare necessities, darling”), and the last a
store room, packed solid with all kinds of delicious
provisions, most of which only required the adding
of a little hot water.
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this, deep in the very
pits of their stomachs. It was not until
the early evening
that they noticed a
mist that was settling
out at sea, and that
rose in gentle wisps,
like cirrus clouds.
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In fact it had been
gathering for some
time, this strange malevolence, far out beyond
the eye’s watch. A liquescent
consciousness, it had oozed
over the sea’s bed, in that strange
absence of sound, flowing with the
tentacled anemones, and past seaweeds that moved like a dead woman’s hair
in the under-currents. It darted like the fish: tiny
blue ones that shone like neon, or larger grey ones
that moved along languorously. It slithered with the
eels and darted into unexpected holes. And it was all
of these things at once as it moved; it consumed into
itself and was simultaneously more than any of these
things collectively, containing everything within it.

Back on their island, Sam’s brows were knitted as
he saw the mist that had quickly thickened into what
could only be described as fog. He thought to radio
into land from their little sailing boat, well equipped,
of course. “There’s some kind of interference” he
turned to Barb, trying to wipe the anxiety from his
well-tanned face. “Well, maybe it’ll clear”, she said
with hope in her eyes. “Yeah, it’ll clear”, came the
nervous laugh of response.
They went about their usual evening rituals. Making a pretence at normality, they ate supper in the
sand and lit their bonfire. But there was a certain
urgency as Sam fanned the flames higher and higher,
though Barb pretended not to notice his shaking
hand. Then they brushed their teeth, Sam flicking
her with droplets of water in jest, and turned in.
That night the island erupted. As they lay in their
bed, no longer pretending to sleep, they could feel
the very foliage writhing, and the shrubs shaking

themselves
free
of their
roots and banging against one another
loudly. If they hadn’t believed in ghosts, they certainly did that night, as a strange shrieking rose,
utterly beyond the noise any human could produce.
The fog was engulfing the island slowly, curling inwards in tiny waves towards its center, choking and
blinding the living, drowning everything in its liquid
progress. As it climbed the sides of the hut, Barb
screamed and clung to Sam, but there was little they
could do, really, to hold off the oozing fingers like
lead that filled them with cold to the eyes.
By the next morning, the island had sunk, disappearing entirely from sight. It was a curious accident
of geography, people said, some strange tidal phenomenon that had swept everything asunder. But
really, there was no other way. Unlike the vast space
of continents, islands belong entirely to the sea; in
being separate from it, they can only participate in
its endless mystery.
And so the mist cleared, as if it never had been, and
the fog rolled in upon itself, like the curious winding of an ancient tentacle. Swirling back through the
water, it retreated quietly, this primordial consciousness, and found some deep dark chasm in which to
rest, far, far beneath the thin reedy voices of humans,
and the noisy clamour of their cities.

Bettina Borg Cardona was born in a tiny flat in Balzan, Malta – a little thing with strange, spiraling
hair. When it was found that the hair could no longer be contained, she was moved to a slightly larger
house, where she now lives, procrastinating for an M.A. in English and making enjoyably weird sounds
on the cello.
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The Song
of Stones
and Sea
The shore was cold in the morning, and the sea was
loud. The sun drizzled down through the everpresent wall of clouds that hugged the English coastline, glancing off the dark water. Just the way Otto
Felton liked things for his morning jog.
He was a thick man, in waist and shoulder, though
there was muscle under the fat. Balding and jowly,
he ran every morning, from the edge of the Pier to
the sea-wall and back. It was out of habit and pleasure more than anything else. He hadn’t felt a need
to stay in shape for some years as his belly and face
attested. A pint with every meal and vegetables a
foreign delicacy sampled only rarely.
Simple tastes, simple pleasures. He lost himself in
the feeling of the sea-air curling around him as he
jogged across the beach, his feet sinking into the
water smoothed rocks with every clattering, slightly
off-balance step.
The ocean grumbled, pulling itself up on shore and
depositing a mass of foam and weed on the shore.
Felton blinked as something sparked against his eyes
amidst all the bubbles and white. A flash of sun off of
metal, catching the eye and fading before one could
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accurately process it. But it was enough to catch his
attention and stop him in his tracks. He turned from
his normal path, and chugged towards the glinting
mote among the wet rocks.
He crouched down, heedless of the tips of the early
morning waves that tugged at his running shoes or
the rocks that shifted under his weight. He ran his
fingers over the chunk of metal, brushing away the
drying sea-weed. It wasn’t large. The size of a pound
coin, a little larger. Gold, or gold-plated. He rubbed
his nose with his free hand, turning the thing this
way and that to catch the light.
It was pretty, in an ugly sort of way. All coiling
design on a rough surface. There might have been
a face buried somewhere in the faded contours, but
Felton was reasonably certain it wasn’t the queen’s, if
it was there at all. He rubbed his thumb across it and
for a moment he thought he felt it move. He almost
dropped it, but instead stood and shoved it in his
pocket.
He couldn’t say why he chose to do so. It was just
a bit of trash. Probably some bit or bob off a ship or
fallen out of some tourist’s pocket. Just a bit of shiny
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nothing.
towards the ocean. He stood ankle-deep in water. A
“Might make a good necklace.” he mumbled to
hunk of seaweed smacked lazily into his leg and he
himself, thinking of the pattern on it. Shapes like
stepped back with a grunt of disgust. He held the
snakes or waves curling around one another. Around flake up and it seemed to glint cheerily, though there
that tiny image in the center. Sea-spray bit his face,
was no sunlight. In fact, it had gotten very dark, very
the salt making his lips tingle and pucker and he
quickly.
shook his head and started back up the beach. He
The rain was falling harder, stinging jabs of ice that
needed to finish his run.
brought a chill to his skin despite his exertion. Felton
The rocks seemed especially slippery as he climbed looked up at the sky, then back down at the sea. His
back up towards the more level ground at the top of
hand throbbed where the flake had cut it, almost
the beach. They turned under his feet and he nearly
in time to the deep thrum of the ocean’s roar. He
fell several times but that wasn’t unusual.
turned away, stuffing the flake back into his pocket
The beach was always slippery in the morning.
as he headed away from the beach.
He continued on his run, feet pounding. The wind
As he climbed the stairs towards the street, he
whipped up, cutting at his face and neck with inviscould feel a vibration through the stone and mortar.
ible cat-claws. The clouds overhead were closing
It made the metal railing beneath his hand quiver
together, blotting out the light as it began to rain.
ever so slightly. He looked back towards the ocean.
He ran faster, determined to
The horizon was as gray as
finish his course before the
slate. Usually one could see
storm forced him to head
the other side of the Channel,
home. His fingers found the
even on cloudy days. But it
metal bit-the coin?-in his
was gone now, hidden behind
pocket and he pulled it out,
a thick fog blowing in off the
flipping it gingerly between
ocean. An increasingly angry
his fingers as he ran. The
ocean. Felton took his hand off
frayed, flattened edges
the railing, watching it shake
nipped at his fingertips.
in its mooring.
Felton blinked sweat out of
Traffic. It was the traffic. He
his eyes and the air seemed
hurried up the stairs, comto waver in front of his face,
ing up on the sidewalk that
sliding and twisting like the
ran parallel to the shore. The
designs his fingers ran over
street was full of cars-taxis,
on the coin. And it wasn’t
city service vehicles and pera coin. He knew that. He
sonal vehicles all rumbling too
didn’t know how he knew it,
and fro, belching oil and petrol
but he did. It was something
gases into the air. It sounded
else. A flake of something
just like the ocean sometimes.
bigger.
Across the street, the sideHis breath was coming in
walk sloped up and Edwardian
harsh gulps as he turned at
houses painted an assortment
illustration
by
Thomas
Cuschieri
the sea-wall to head back the
of pinks, blues and whites
way he had come. He started back along the pathclimbed with it, their faces scarred by salt and storm.
way, moving aside for cyclists and other joggers as
Mildewed windows looked down on neat gardens or
he ran into the ocean wind, the flake held clenched
trash boxes on trimmed curbs. Bikes and children’s
in his palm so tightly that its edges bit into his flesh.
toys sat beneath a few.
The ground seemed to flow under his feet as he
The sidewalk seemed to shake beneath his feet,
ran, the stones trembling as he moved across them.
giving a lurch that nearly knocked him over. Alarms
Abruptly, water caught at his feet and the shock of
went off in parked cars and people nearby looked
the cold water soaking through his shoes caused him around in confusion. Somewhere a dog was howling.
to fall to his hands and knees, skinning his palms.
The ground rumbled silently and a car slid forward,
The flake ground into his hand, sliding between the
smacking into the vehicle ahead of it. Felton took
grooves in his palm with ease. Felton cursed and
advantage of the light and the space provided by the
clambered to his feet, pulling the metal out of his
accident to rush across the street, towards the ophand with a hiss. He looked around.
posite sidewalk.
Evidently he’d been so lost in thought, he’d drifted
He nearly tripped as the edge of the sidewalk split.
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It was pretty, in an
ugly sort of way.
All coiling design
on a rough surface.
There might have
been a face buried
somewhere in the
faded contours,
but Felton was
reasonably certain it
wasn’t the queen’s,
if it was there at all.
The rumble was louder now, a noise that he felt
more than heard, deep in the pit of his belly. The
metal flake felt hot in his hand. Felton looked down.
How had it gotten in his hand?
He stood on the sidewalk, the rain pouring down,
the ground shaking beneath his feet. Voices around
him, calling back and forth. Confused people. He
heard them as if through a wet shroud around his
head-muted sounds that barely registered. The sidewalk cracked beneath his feet and he stepped away
from the street, backing up the hill.
The crack in the pavement followed him, cutting
through the paving stones. It was following him.
He laughed, high and slightly shrill. The flake
flipped between his fingers, cutting them, leaving
thin, seeping slices but he didn’t notice. He turned
and jogged up the hill, the flats a blur of colors at the
corner of his eyes. The rumble followed him, in his
head now as well as his stomach. Like a voice, just at
the edge of hearing. A crack like the one behind him
flashed across the wall of the closest building, splitting the paint as it kept pace with him.
He could hear the ocean over the traffic, groaning and howling along with the song of the rumble.
His teeth were rattling in his gums and he couldn’t

keep his balance. He fell to his knees, the street
grinding into his shins, lacerating them. The metal
flake slipped out of his bloody fingers and bounced
down the street, rolling back towards the sea. Felton
scrabbled after it, crawling on his hands and knees.
He lunged, a whine escaping his throat as his hand
closed around it.
It snuggled into his hand, the shapes on it seeming
to swirl around, swimming in the gold of its surface. They were fish…he could see that now. Piscine
forms darting through forests of seaweed on the
ocean’s floor. He could hear the scrape of their scales
beneath the angry snarl of the ocean.
Felton stood and stumbled back the way he had
come, staggering back towards the shore. Blood
dripped between his clenched fingers. He wasn’t
looking at it but he could still see it. It was swimming through his mind, behind his eyes. The buildings shook around him, windows shattering behind
him as the cracks converged on him, rupturing the
ground. But slower now, pacing him like sharks circling a wounded seal. Hunting him. Herding him.
He fumbled through traffic, cars stalled on the
street, a maze of metal and glass that did nothing
to hinder him. The song was pulling him on. Wind
lashed at him and water coated him, making him feel
twenty pounds heavier as he pulled himself down
the steps, the railing slick with rain.
People were streaming past, running away from the
gray ocean and the storm that was blowing in atop it.
Rocks rattled beneath him and he could feel them
moving under his shoes, pushing him along. Pushing
him towards the sea. Back towards where he’d found
the flake of metal. It vibrated in his hand, making
his whole arm ache. Rocks spit into the air and the
ground beneath boiled as if some great pressure
were traveling beneath it. The sea was waiting for
him, the tide engulfing him as he stepped into it.
It closed around him, welcoming him. Pulling him
deeper into its embrace.
He felt the flake slip out of his hand, carried away
from him. But he no longer cared. Water filled his
lungs and his eyes locked on the sight of elegant
shapes sliding towards him out of the darkness of
the water’s depths, their wide mouths open in that
same rumbling song. Scales that shone like gold
in the sun filled his vision and the song reached a
crescendo. He could hear it clearly now, strong and
bright in his skull.
And then he heard nothing at all.

Joshua M. Reynolds is a freelance writer of moderate skill and exceptional confidence. He has written
quite a bit, and some of it was even published. For money. By real people.
Feel free to stop by his blog, Hunting Monsters and cast aspersions on his character.
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ALONE ON A
WIDE, WIDE SEA:

DEAD CALM (1989)

I am terrified of the open sea. I can think of few
situations that make me feel so exposed and vulnerable; that gargantuan mass of water pregnant with
an unseen universe, simply unnerves me. Surely,
the reason behind this (sometimes) irrational fear
stems from a nasty childhood episode that is cosily
repressed in my subconscious, which is quite ironic,
really, as the sea is often used as metaphor for what
lies beneath the realm of consciousness, a case in
point being Philip Noyce’s Dead Calm (1989).
John (Sam Neill) and Rae (Nicole Kidman) escape
on their yacht in order to deal with the death of
their young son who was catapulted out of the car’s
windscreen whilst his mum was at the wheel. I cannot profess to know what parents go through when
such a dreadful thing occurs. I can only imagine the
horror of seeing your own flesh and blood dead, lifeless; all the love, plans and hopes for the future killed
with one hurried sweep of the scythe.
Even worst is the fact that Rae was the one driving
when the accident happened and is therefore made
to wear the vestiges of Death, because of guilt (on
her part) and blame (her husband’s). In moments of
extreme sorrow the mind tries to find a scapegoat,
someone on whom to project and unburden the
mass of numbness weighing on the heart, and Rae
is the only candidate. John may not believe that his
wife is responsible for his son’s death, but surely, at
some point, the thought must have crossed his mind.
Similarly, Rae reenacts the whole tragedy over and
over again, trying to identify that one little thing
that would have made all the difference and kept her
baby alive.
John wants the ‘weeks and weeks’ of ‘calm days
(and) calm seas’ to be the stage upon which their
past is erased and life begins anew. The issue of
blame crops up once more as he insists on Rae getSEPTEMBER 2010

ting stronger, implying that he is coping well and
doing fine. The couple follows the stereotypical
woman-man dynamic in which the former breaks
down when confronted with tragedy whereas the
latter maintains his composure and control over the
situation. However there is something rotten boiling underneath John’s apparent tranquillity and one
way or another, it’s going to make itself manifest. In
this case it takes the form of a derelict schooner that
is a veritable ghost ship and which provides a total
contrast and mirror image to John and Rae’s yacht.
The only survivor is Hughie (Billy Zane), who turns
out to be the abject personification of the couple’s
unsolved issues.
There are several factors which suggest that Hughie
is in fact a grotesque representation of the memory
of the dead son. For instance, Hughie is a very unlikely name for a psychopath who is over six years of
age. His food poisoning tale sounds way too contrived and improbable, just like a kid’s fib, and John
and Rae appropriately assume the role of parents
and symbolically send Hughie to his room as punishment for lying. (In reality they lock him inside one
of the yacht’s bedrooms where he is sleeping, but the
analogy is all there.) Also, Hughie’s actions follow
no purpose or logic; he lives solely in the present
tense and seems to be guided solely by what Freud
referred to as the pleasure principle. Even though
he kidnaps Rae and steals the boat, he does nothing besides sailing randomly about. He lives for the
thrill of the moment and acts like a parasite that lives
off its host till it sucks it dry and kills it. In this case,
it is a memory which is the parasite and the only way
to get rid of it is to confront it.
This explains the apparent foolishness of John leaving his wife on the boat with a stranger. When he
boards the deserted schooner, appropriately named
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Orpheus, recalling the character in Greek myth who ant on John. She was a nervous wreck, helpless
travelled down to the Underworld to fetch his beand hopeless, her sole means of survival being the
loved Eurydice, John is mirroring the events that led numbness provided by sleeping pills and the blind
to his son’s death: Rae was on her own, taking care
faith in her husband. However, with John out of
of the boy whilst he was away. Both of them have to the equation, she had to lay aside her passiveness
travel down this road again and overcome the sense
and become an active participant in her life if she
of guilt, fear and anxiety that is keeping them from
wanted to survive. Rae had to act instead of react,
moving on. Just like Orpheus, they have to go up
and take control of her environment in order to be
against Death, look it in the eye, and then proceed
able to manipulate it to her own advantage. In a few
with their lives without so
words, she needed to own the
much as a backward glance.
memory of the tragic death of
John needs to let go of his
her son, and then let it go.
stoicism and allow himself to
Whilst John was trying to
feel the loss of his son. He has
keep the Orpheus afloat, Rae
to discard his mask and look
was doing her damnedest to
at his own raw self, without
oust the invader off the Sarathe escapism and forced order
cen. The boat belongs to her
that he so desperately clings
and her husband, it is their
to. The abandoned yacht acts
second home, and she was
as metaphor for the repressed
not going to allow Hughie
part of his psyche, in that it
to infect and corrupt it. She
is the total opposite of the
does this by assuming total
one he owns. Whereas the
control. The boat becomes
Saracen is neat and spotless,
a veritable arsenal full of
the Orpheus is anything but.
weapons that she uses against
Below deck are the dead bodher enemy; the sleeping pills,
ies of the crew, and a series of
which had such a powerful
freakish statues of mermaids
grip on her, become allies;
with very prominent breasts,
and she is also not averse to
which suggest that John and
using her body and sexualRae’s inability to confront
ity in order to get what she
illustration by Noel Tanti
the death of their son, also
wants. The days of debilitathas negative repercussions on their sex life. It also
ing mourning are over.
explains Rae’s use of a black, one-piece swimsuit, a
Rae finally manages to get the upper hand on
detail that struck me as quite strange the first time
Hughie, and puts him on a dingy that drifts off into
I saw it. The couple are on their own, in the middle
the open sea. Some time later she finds her husof nowhere, and Rae, a beautiful, statuesque woman, band, stranded on a make-shift raft, and takes him
chooses to cover her body as much as possible. The
on board. Thus, Rae is now ready to let go of the
colour confirms her mourning whilst the choice of
gangrenous past and embrace her new future with
bathing suit declares her body to be out of bounds.
John.
John tries to fix the boat (his damaged ego) but it is
Unfortunately, the film ends on a silly note. Hughie
a lost cause and is sinking fast. He can either stick
somehow makes his way back to the Saracen, and
to his guns and go down with it, or else pluck up the as he is about to attack Rae, John shoots him in the
courage to abandon the sinking vessel and trust him- mouth with a flare gun. It turns out that this endself to the sea currents (the subconscious). He opts
ing was forced upon the film because the producers
for the latter and by setting fire to the damn boat,
thought that the original one, having Hughie disaprids himself of a terrific burden.
pear out at sea, was too vague and would not satisfy
This leads him back to Rae, which confirms that he the audience. Assuming that only morons go to the
made the right choice. But Rae had her fair share of
cinema always baffles me. However, on a positive
problems to face.
note, the final minutes do little to discredit the fine
Before the arrival of Hughie, she was very dependwork done up to that point.
Noel likes to think of himself as a Jack-of-All/Master-of-None. He has painted, sculpted, written,
acted, directed, danced and ran 15 miles, with various degrees of success. He showed most promise as a
midwife for cats. His ambition is to become the greatest person you’ve never heard of.
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Oceanic
Oceanic ~ Daniel Vella

By Daniel Vella

for ever, but when we got together to cook up some
breakfast Johnny Leaf ’s in a foul mood, all sharp
glances and hunched shoulders. He’s been my friend
since grade school and I know he’s had a thing for
Annabel ever since we left the city, but he has this
real knack for getting worked up about some girl and
turning into this total asshole. I generally don’t much
care for being alone, but for the first time since we
got here I wanted to get away from the others for a
while and get my thoughts together.
It wasn’t that long ago that we caught our first
glimpse of the Oceanic Hotel, still towering out of
the waves at the end of its mile-long pier. Glimpsed
in silhouette against the ocean glistening the sunset
back at the sky, it seemed one of the pillars of Hercules, standing tall to mark the edge of the known
world – and of some dimly-remembered age when

8

Image by Adrian Abela

The makeshift barrier we had built out of broken-up
old furniture had given way some time during the
night: we woke up in the morning to find the grand
ballroom beneath a shimmering inch of water. Well,
we figured, we can’t let this go to waste - so we made
a celebration of it, put some old dancehall record on
the wind-up gramophone and splashed out some
barefoot dance moves across the submerged tiles;
but, really, we all knew this was another sign that the
end was more nigh than ever.
Annabel P – her of the self-cut bangs and the sunlike smiles and the shimmying dresses, the Helen of
our Ilium – well, she lives in a room off the firstfloor landing that’s a few feet lower than the ballroom, so this morning she was moving all her soggy
things into Stephen Shield’s room a couple of floors
up. She’s only making official what everyone’s known
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progress and enterprise and all that stuff was something you could still believe in. It had fallen into decline and had eventually been abandoned along with
the resort town of which it was the crowning glory,
but hints of its former grandeur still hung about it.
Well, we had run out of continent, and felt no particular urge to head back where we came from. The
idea of camping out in the old hotel, sleeping in the
shadows of its Art Deco arches, waking to dive into
the clear sea off the old restaurant terrace – well,
when were we gonna get another chance like that?
I suppose you can guess the rest – two days turned
into a week, then two, a month. We hadn’t planned
on staying, but we couldn’t really think of any reason to go back, I guess. So we stayed.
How did we find ourselves here? I suppose I was
the architect of this whole affair, but I can’t even
explain it to myself. Back in that city - sitting here it
seems like a parallel world, separated not by geography but by mode of existence - back there it felt
like we had stalled at a point where it seemed we
couldn’t go on being the people we had always been,
but we were damned if we had any clue how we
were supposed to change. You know what I mean?
Anyway, it seemed like as good a reason as any to
get out of town for a while and clear my head. So
we packed ourselves into the 1960s camper van I
had bought with just such an escapade in mind, and
set off across the continent with thoughts of Kerouac and Scooby-Doo and with the vague aim of
making our way back in a month, two at the most.
We called it our odyssey, or, at least, I did – I liked
to think we were heading, by however circuitous
a route, for some better home we had somehow
forgotten about.
And now, here we are. Jenny Saunders of the innumerable talents, erstwhile haunter of charity
shops and car boot sales, had stitched together an
impressive flag out of the old hotel linens in the first
days, when it seemed like this could last forever. It
still hangs quixotically onto the flagpole, maintaining – despite everything - some degree of patchedtogether pride. And still at sunset we meet up
around a bonfire on the rooftop and we play records
and sing songs into the night, until dear Jenny,
wrapped up against the chill in that shawl she had
brought back from Mexico some years back, falls
asleep in my arms. I suppose that, despite Johnny’s
tightly bottled-up anger, despite Jenny’s frequent

silent spells and the soundless tears with which she
sometimes greets the dawn, even despite Stephen
and Annabel keeping to themselves more and more
every day, our little sphere might still hold together
a while longer, but the sea, the sea…
Let me tell you something about the sea. If you’re
used to sitting on the shore or skimming across its
surface on a boat, it’ll sometimes look oily, sometimes rough, but you’ll always see it as an open
expanse, a path to cross on the way somewhere.
Wrong – to really know the sea, you need to go
deep, feel it around you. Stand in an empty room
with just a wall separating you from its heaving
weight and untold depths, and whatever beasts
and undiscovered creatures might lurk there. It is
a mass, a restless thing of fluid shape feeling out
the world, trying to insinuate itself into it. It throws
itself against the earth, seeps into any nook and
cranny it finds, works its way through cracks, sends
out exploratory lines and drips. Give the sea enough
time and, I’m telling you, it will eat the world away.
The old hotel – its days are numbered. Every week
it sinks just that little bit further into the ocean as
its creaking, rusting supports give way under the
relentless assault of the beating waves. Every day the
high-water mark seems a little higher. It will all end
some day – perhaps suddenly and without warning;
some kraken of the deep might lazily wrap a tentacle around a crucial pillar and distractedly pull the
whole thing down into its maw. Or it might decline
by degrees, the sea claiming the building chamber
by chamber until we have no choice but to crowd
into the penthouse.
What then? Do we go back to the city, move back
in with Ma and Pa, find some new dead-end jobs? It
doesn't even seem possible any more. When the day
comes – and it will come, soon – I dream of taking
a boat out onto the sea, going wherever the current
decides to take me. When I think about it I picture
us all together, blissed out and drunk on adventure
and camaraderie, just as we were on the road west.
But it's not the same any more – I'll consider myself
lucky if I can hang on to Jenny when this is over.
But maybe the two of us can take that boat, sail
across the ocean to some island or even to another
continent, carry this scene with us like a perfect
snowglobe: the hotel that once stood on the sea, the
five people who called it home for a while, the time
they spent together. I suppose I can live with that.

Daniel Vella is a time-travelling refugee from the dark ages that will follow the cyborg penguin revolution of 2021. At the moment he is laying low as a teacher, TV scriptwriter, literature student and
occasional writer of fiction, but pretty soon he will get rich betting on sports results and rule the world
like that jerk from Back to the Future Part II. Just you wait.
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Farewell, Santiago
BY KIM KEITH

The waves chortle in ripples; his boat
corks from side to side, slapping the surface
with a bone-bow and starving fingertips:
both have lost their names.  But he
gurgle-speaks to the gull and whispers
ancient lore along the foam-crackled crest.
He’s hooded and hunched,
an old scalawag that never found home
anywhere that didn’t drift like him.
Sand doesn’t speak his language anymore.
But the interwoven arms of corals
can tell stories by the North Star,
times when he was agile and supple;
knee-deep in seaweed and the salt-burbled edge.
The night he slit his palm with a pocket knife
and offered life bounty to the tides
in brotherhood; one drop in,
many drops out over the years
and frayed nets, unfurled ropes.
The redemption of hope glistened in cobalt scales
and weighed at market like poison vials,
polluted inky clouds tarnishing
every coin—hardly worth the bloodletting.
Not anymore.
Dusk fans out orchids and orange blaze;
he yawns a welcome the mako at last.

illustration by Thomas Cuschieri

Kim lives in Gold Canyon, Arizona in a four-cat-three-dog-two-ferret-one-teenager zoo; therefore, she
would like to know what she would do with some free time. Her most recent work has appeared or is
forthcoming in The Shine Literary Journal, Mad Swirl, The Houston Literary Review, Barrier Islands
Review, High Coup Journal, Fissure Magazine, Skive Magazine and Short, Fast, and Deadly. She thinks
talking about herself in the third person is really creepy, but does it anyway.
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Travelogues of Doom:

The Marie-Celeste
– An Eyewitness
Account

Now if I were to have my will, you could not choose
but hear. If I could have my will, you would be fixed
to the spot by the glittering salt-encrusted gems
bunging up my eye-sockets. The effect is striking
enough – but not as mersmerising as one might
think. Alas, those I have accosted in person to listen
to my sorry tale have never lasted the course of
the narrative – I have been left soliloquising on an
empty doorstep one too many times.
Of course, I appreciate that my story may be too
frightening for the average mortal soul.
I was a stowaway on the last voyage of the now infamous freighter, the Marie Celeste. There has been
too much speculation on the affair – and Sir Doyle, I
regret to say, did little to alleviate the mystery. It falls
to me to reveal the whole story; but so far it has been
my particular doom to haunt the world’s ports, like
Cassandra never to be believed. I have found people
to be generally unwilling to place their faith in a 138
year-old corpse.
I am still on a quest for a single believer. I am
constrained, out of mere necessity, to submit my
account as fiction – but do not be deceived. Prepare, rather, to be disturbed. Very disturbed. (For
maximum effect, I must first ask you to suspend the
safety net of disbelief.)
Everyone knows the outcome of that day – every
recorded passenger, disappeared. And I? I, as you’ve
no doubt gathered by now, did not live to tell the
tale.
The events of that day are indelibly etched onto this
bit of paper. I’d say onto my memory, but alas, my
brain is not what it used to be. I do regular exercise
– movement discourages decay. But, decomposition’s been brought to a crawl in more than one
sense – I haven’t succeeded in dissuading the more
SEPTEMBER 2010

persistent of the bugs, and worms tend to interrupt
synapses.
Abel Fosdyk, the other stowaway, brought the
number of people onboard up to 11. Abel Fosdyk
was the only survivor, but his account was tarnished
by the fact that he had left his glasses below-deck.
He had a terror of the sea. He saw sharks everywhere. He was convinced that we had a cargo of
sharks in the hold, and his wife had met her death at
the fins of a shark while crossing a busy thoroughfare. Much as I hate to discredit a fellow-passenger’s
testimony, it is my personal view he’d never come
into contact with a shark. Everything was a shark
– he’d flee from the ship’s pet turtle, declaring it a
shark. So when he says the ship’s crew fell victim to a
shark-attack, that opens up the door to infinite possibilities – flying marmosets, rabid herons, tangling
weeds, giant sea turtles, and... I can barely bring
myself to write … – necessity drives me onward.
The ‘shark’ in this case had no fins, no teeth, and
worse – no eyes. It was something infinitely more
terrifying. Fosdyk saw blood – he’d forgotten his
glasses, but he did see something. Only we didn’t
bleed. The long trails of crimson were what killed
us. There was no blood. By the end of it though, the
surfaces of our bodies were purple and blue like delicately veined marble. Look closely, and you can still
see the swirling colours on my abdomen – the ocean
has its way of claiming its own.
I was asleep in the ship’s hold most of the day – I
couldn’t bear the sun on the uncovered deck. Drifting in and out of pleasant dreams, all day – to the
soothing rocking of the waves.
A sudden sickening lurch brought my breakfast
back up. I vaguely aimed the last spurts over the
edge of the bed. The bits of boiled carrot bobbed up
SCHLOCK MAGAZINE | THE SEA ISSUE
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and down like lifeboats in the green viscous puddles.
Fosdyk came running in, shrieking ‘Sharks! Sharks!’
and pulled me out after him.
‘Sharks!’ he pointed. Everyone else was already
leaning over the rails. A beautifully shimmering
bulbous shape, like some phantom giant lampshade,
floated gently beside us. Mesmerised by the vision,
my gaze followed the long trails of brightly burning
colour that swept out behind it.
It was like no jellyfish I’ve ever seen, before or
since. It seemed to be moving its long trails in a set
pattern, and suddenly we were surrounded. They
rose all around us. And kept rising – up, up, blazing
a red gash into the sky – like hot-air-balloons, with
tentacles dangling. Fosdyk was still gesturing wildly,
while we all stood transfixed – ‘Sharks!’ He tried
to get us all to understand, tugging at the Captain’s
sleeve. But suddenly, Mrs Briggs screamed, and we
snapped out of it. Fosdyk looked relieved. ‘Sharks,’
he said once our attention was more earth-bound.
‘My baby! Sophia! They’re taking my baby!’
Fosdyk nodded urgently, ‘Sharks do that.’ The Captain sprang up, wrestling arm-to-flailing tentacle. He
was lifted bodily into the air, and cast down into the
sea, into the tentacles of the waiting purple-crimsonfiery bloom.
‘Goddamn you, do something! It’s your baby, you
know that!’ I stared at Sarah uncomprehendingly.
I gazed over the railings at the wailing baby lying
amongst the folds of an upturned jellyfish, lazily
waving its long tentacles above. I couldn’t think of
an appropriate thing to do, so I sang ‘Rock-a-Bye
bye baby! On the treetops…’ That seemed to work
anyway; the baby’s cries grew less insistent, as the
cradle gently closed in around her. I sank into a pure
melancholy, which segued into exquisite serenity as
the last of the bubbly gurgles dissolved in a hush.
Tentacles swept the men overboard. Sarah clutched
at my arm; I said I’d protect her. Though she didn’t
know it, she and her long rich dark tresses were the
reason I’d stowed away on board in the first place. In
fact, the injustice of it had just that moment struck
me – whatever judgment this was from above, it
had nothing to do with me. I threw her into the

tentacles of the creature rising like a vast shimmering umbrella above us, taking the opportunity to
escape. I stopped at the door – Fosdyk tried to pull
me through, but I shook him off; I wanted to look
back. Sarah screamed and writhed, her dark tresses
twisting around the glowing vibrancy of the bunch
of Medusa-tentacles. I paused long enough to soak
in the scene; enough colour to last me several lifetimes – believe me, I can never forget it; it’s all that
keeps me going – a sight of unparalleled beauty. As
Sarah was gently dipped into the ocean, and raised
up again, limp and dead, green added itself to the
kaleidoscopic vision, as seaweed clung to her, draped
itself over her legs.
The tentacles swinging toward me bore an air of
finality, and promise. I reached out – envisaging
swirls of colours enveloping me. I always knew I had
some deep-seated connection with the ocean, and its
impenetrable rhythms. I leapt – ‘Like a frog!’
But just at the moment it mattered, a sharp searing
pain cut right through my nervous system, and shut
down my senses. All I saw was black.
Blind – and dead – there’s no man more to be pitied. So that’s it. It was a freak jellyfish bloom. That’s
the solution to the mystery that’s plagued mariners
for over a century. I know you will ask what happened to the missing rowboat; miles from anywhere,
even a corpse can’t reach land by floating alone.
A teenager filed the article carefully, slipping it in
amongst his personal collection of cuttings relating
to the topic.
A photograph fell out.
The ship was ever-so-slightly tilted, as though
gently rocking. At first glance, the ship didn’t
look abandoned; the table was laid, a jug of water
stood at one end. The Captain’s chair was set at
an angle from the table, as though he’d sat up
hurriedly. The ship was waiting, waiting, swaying.
Rot was starting to set in – it hadn’t noticed itself
die.
Krista Bonello Rutter Giappone
Illustrator: Gianluca Farrugia

Armed with his trusty inoculation loop, tatty notepad and a labcoat that's definitely seen better days,
Gianluca spends much of his time scratching his head over his Ph.D, cultivating scores of yeast cell mutants
and generally plotting something evil. If not seen all flushed and swearing over a botched experiment in
his dim warren of labs, he's likely to be slumped upon a garden bench doodling on a sketchpad and reading
George R.R. Martin novels, all the while gorging on roasted cashews and sipping ice-cold Kinnie.
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Thanks to a supervillain DIY-kit, Krista has the cape, the mask, the detachable antennae. In the
meantime – while hatching plots in her inflatable Bouncy Castle of Doom and mobilising legions of
pixels for space-invasion – she writes the occasional short story and play, and is a Phd researcher in
punk and alternative comedy at the University of Kent.
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Hotel of the
Damned, Gazing
on the Beach
The old Seashank Hotel always reeked of mold
and seawater, creaking continuously as the wind
changed, keeping everyone on edge. A burnished
bell and musty leather sign-in book kept her
company at the front desk. The paintings on the
opposite wall shed a dour cast, her grandparents
frowning and judging her with their dumb,
unmoving eyes. The smell could be gotten used
to—it was still better than the waste and effluvia of
New York City—but it was the bad atmosphere the
building bled that couldn’t be tolerated.
A teenager with dyed black hair, black lipstick,
and multiple piercings slouched down the stairs
from the second floor. He had the quintessential
“Seashank look”: overlarge and fishy eyes, pale skin,
thin lips. She shared many of his features, and wore
mainly black over her willowy body, but didn’t take
such pains to look so exaggeratedly gothic. The
boy pouted slightly as he slunk into the lobby and
slopped onto a stool.
“I need you to prepare a Pescalist sashimi for the
evening, Mike,” said Annie.
The teenager looked annoyed at being told to do
something. “Yes, whatever you say, all hail the
betentacled one,” Mike said as he walked downstairs
to the kitchen.
He left her tapping a pencil harshly on the counter.
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She had never really liked her brother; she swore she
was going to throw him down the family well one
day.
A bedlam came from upstairs, and Annie dropped
the pencil. The raised voices from the above hallway
grated on Annie’s ears, the inevitability of it making
it even worse. She wished the two professors would
leave each other alone, but they quarreled at every
chance they got.
Dr. Farley waddled down the stairs, shoes squeaking
on hardwood, harrumphing all the way down. Annie
put on an artificial smile. The rotund gentleman in a
pressed gray suit leant up to the front desk, draping
his arm across the counter and leaning forward,
conspiratorially. His eyes slid away from the distress
in his thoughts and he focused on Annie.
“Annie, you must intervene with Dr. Krugk for me,”
he said. “He simply will not see reason.”
“I’m sure Dr. Krugk has his reasons. You know
Pescalists are irritable out of their native seas.”
“Oh, you just don’t understand the importance of a
numerologist’s work,” Farley said absentmindedly.
“I’ve spent a lifetime studying the numbers in
fortune cookie notes; if you had more of a head for
numbers, you wouldn’t have lost your job.”
Annie’s smile strained to keep its shape. “Just tell
me what you need, doctor.”
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“Yes, if you could find me a Pescalist knucklebone,
I would be delighted. When I roll the odds during
the celestial alignment tomorrow, there’s no telling
what arcane power my research will unleash.” His
eyes sparkled with lascivious fire and he studied her
more intently. “And Annie, when I have attained this
power, I shall be looking for a bride…..”
Positively shuddering, Annie said, “By the way, your
rent’s due.”
Farley suddenly seemed to be lost in other thoughts;
he waddled his way out the front doors and into
another dreary day at Seashank.
She sat in the silence of the lobby. It irritated her
that it was always dark in here, even in the middle of
the damned afternoon. The gray clouds that forever
lurked in the sky over Seashank blotted light so
that it filtered through the lobby windows in small,
rectangular beams, creeping only a short way across
the floor and then stopping abruptly.
The toll of an antique clock sank its seconds deeper
into the thick rugs along the floor, accentuating the
conspicuous dearth of any clientele. Next to her
elbow there was a little concierge bell that nobody
ever bothered to ring. She pulled out a folded
newspaper and laid it on the counter, open to the
crossword section—this was “The Seashank Weekly,”
a local free press periodical printed in the archaic
style of a 19th century London newspaper, with
Gothic fonts and liberal use of black ink.
Annie took a pencil from a tin tankard on the
counter; the pencil had a green eraser on the end,
molded into the form of a mysterious creature with
cephalopod head and many tentacles at the base.
“Let’s see…23 across…”
23 across read: A dangerous beast that lives
underwater.
Well, that’s easy enough, she thought. It’s only five
letters.  It’s “Rahab.” She knew her mariner’s lore.
She looked at 23 down. A five-armed pentagram
that lives in the sand.
It was obviously “Starfish,” but she couldn’t put it
down since it conflicted with the “R” in “Rahab.”
Feeling careless, she erased the first word with her
colorful eraser and wrote in “Starfish” downwards.
Annie focused her mind on what the five-letter beast
could possibly be, but kept coming up blank. None
of the nefarious, underwater monsters she knew of
had only five letters in their name.
Then, focusing on the “S” at the beginning of the
word, she realized that the answer was simply
“Shark.” It was normally the most obvious solution
with these things.
Her thought process was interrupted by the opening
of the front door. The windy and mist-drenched air
of Seashank square washed into the lobby; Annie
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looked up to see a woman walk inside and approach
the front desk.
She was short, with long, rich raven-black hair down
to her shoulders, wearing a thin sundress of bland
colors and sandals on her feet. Her shoulders were
thrown back over a slender frame; she was paler than
anyone even the melanin-challenged Annie had ever
seen. Oddly, she wore black shades even though the
day was heavily overcast.
She removed the shades and Annie saw her eyes:
deep hazel going on black. The two women
examined each other across the counter for a
moment; Annie saw the other’s face as looking stern,
wide at the mouth and jaw, and drained of the rouge
of blood.
“I’d like to rent a room, please,” said the woman.
Annie opened the ledger on the counter and slid it
around so that it faced the other, then took a gold
pen from the tankard and handed it to her. “How
many will be staying?” she asked as the woman
signed the ledger.
“Just me.”
“Oh, well then I guess you’ll want the one-bedroom
economy suite…”
“—and my six children.”
Annie looked startled. “Your…children? Are they
with you now?”
“No, but they’ll be here shortly.”
“When, exactly?”
“At the end of the week, in the evening.”
“Well, in that case, you’ll probably be wanting the
economy suite tonight, which is only $30, and the
family room later.”
The woman pulled a twenty and a ten from her
purse and handed it to Annie; in return, Annie gave
her the key to Room 207, directly across the hall
from Dr. Farley. The mysterious woman took it and
without another word ascended the creaky stairs.
What a strange person, Annie thought. Definitely
one of the most random tenants they’d ever had at
the Seashank Hotel, seemingly from out of nowhere.
She turned the ledger around to read the name
that had been written in the most recent space. It
was “Susan ‘Akeley’ Caultrider.” The name sounded
strange. Exotic, in a way.
Annie looked up and heard a deep, resonant
bellowing come from the direction of the beach.
She turned to the window and looked out at the
water, searching for the culprit of the noise in the
dense mists. It couldn’t have been the foghorn of
a cargo ship or commercial fishing vessel, as the
only industries Seashank currently supported were
tourism and private fishing—the lighthouse a mile
away had ceased to blink many years ago.
The hotel stood atop cliffs cresting the beach, the
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“The hotel stood atop
cliffs cresting the beach,
the majority of rooms
facing the sea in order
to maintain a relaxing
view. Annie could hear
the sound of the waves
sloshing against the
sand; there was nothing
relaxing about the
weird, murky waters that
shined like quicksilver
on the mist-enshrouded
New England coast.
There was nothing
pleasant about what the
imagination culled from
its briny deeps.”
majority of rooms facing the sea in order to maintain
a relaxing view. Annie could hear the sound of the
waves sloshing against the sand; there was nothing
relaxing about the weird, murky waters that shined
like quicksilver on the mist-enshrouded New
England coast. There was nothing pleasant about
what the imagination culled from its briny deeps.
For some reason, the sound she had heard resembled
more the distant roar of an underwater kraken,
slowly but resolutely answering its call to shore.
*
Farley came down the stairs into the lobby, looking
cheerful. Annie was at the front desk, watching him
with curiosity. She’d never seen him in such a good
mood before.
He must’ve inadvertently stumbled on a great
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scientific discovery last night, she thought.
“Hello, darling,” Farley said. “I just thought I’d stop
by to pay my bill. How much do I owe?”
This was out of character. Normally the fee had to
be extracted from Farley at the end of the month,
with much kicking and screaming. She checked her
records and said, “Your bill comes to $390, doctor.”
“Oh yes, very good, sweetheart.” He took the money
from his wallet and laid it neatly on the counter;
Annie took it and placed it in the antique cash
register with a ring.
“Yes, it’s such a fine day this morning. Isn’t it?”
Annie looked out the window to see if he was right.
Nope. It was just as dark and dreary as it always was
in Seashank.
Before he left, Farley added, “Say, I was wondering
if you can answer a question…..the name of the
woman staying across the hallway from me, the one
in 207?”
“What? You mean Ms. Akeley? You know her?”
“Well, no, not precisely. But we had an….interesting
encounter last night. I must say, though, that I’ve
definitely come to believe that I was brought here
for a reason; all the numbers and codes I‘ve been
reading my entire life, on fortune cookies and bar
codes and license plates, have been leading me right
here, to the coordinates of this small hotel along
the sea where I will assuredly make the finest and
greatest discovery of my life.”
Farley turned his head with a distant look in his eyes.
Still smiling, he walked out the front door to leave
Annie alone with her thoughts, alone to contemplate
Farley‘s odd behavior and strange words.
The ticking of the clock set the tone, as she whittled
the hours away.
“The name of an ancient Atlantean princess?” She
tapped the pencil against the crossword as she
tried to think of it. The taps of the creature-eraser
inadvertently melded with the rhythm of the clock.
With the afternoon’s passage into dusk, the windows
that graced the front of the lobby were shadowed
with watery gloom; kerosene and whale blubber
lamps on long poles were lit around the lobby
to provide what little illumination they could.
The building had electricity, but it needed to be
conserved and the lamps added to the rustic décor
that was the hotel’s selling point—the patrons
wanted to feel like they were in the hold of a great
brig. Even with the lamps, most of the room was
still dark.
“The name of an Atlantean princess…the name of an
Atlantean princess…”
Outside, the courtyard turned to a woodcut-gray
evening, looking flat and one-dimensional without
the rendering reflections of sufficient light. Annie
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could see the edge and slight outline of a building
across the way from the hotel, a low-to-the-ground
square hovel of sun-dried clay and brick, the
rounded pegs of its wooden rafters sticking out the
top corner. The structure was typical of Seashank
architecture: functional but not pretty. The entrance
was just a hole without a door, plain darkness with
no intrusions. Annie didn’t know the building’s
purpose, or what was inside.
“Augh!” she grunted, dismissing the crossword off
the counter in frustration. She put her pencil back
in the tankard and then noticed that footsteps were
creaking down the stairs.
Mrs. Akeley slipped seamlessly into the room
through the dark, looking like a fish swimming
across the bottom of the ocean. She had her head
turned away from Annie, with only the silken mat of
her black hair swishing over her neck.
“Hello, Mrs. Akeley.”
Akeley turned around in surprise, then quickly
pulled something out of her hair—it was too dark
and the movement was too brisk for Annie to see
what it was. Something green.
“Hello…” she said, approaching the counter, “what
was your name again?”
Annie pointed to the nametag on her shoulder that
all employees of the inn were required to wear.
“Right, Annie. I’m sorry. We were never properly
acquainted.”
Akeley reached out her hand and Annie took it out
of politeness; as soon as she touched the pale flesh,
she felt something surge and tingle all the way to her
brain. She pulled back her hand as if shocked, and
the resultant lull in conversation was filled by the
ubiquitous tick of the clock.
“So, I guess you met our resident Dr. Farley,” said
Annie, trying to fill in the awkward silence. “Heh,
I suppose I should apologize about some of his
behaviors.”
“Apologize? Whatever for?”
“Oh, well, you know. He’s a tad eccentric.”
“Eccentric?” Akeley laughed. “No, I think he’s quite
a charming man.”
“You do?”
“Oh yes. Resourceful, driven, loyal. All fine points
in a man.”
Annie had never thought of loyalty as one of Farley’s
strong points. The only thing he’s ever had any
loyalty to are his studies.
“…he’s such a gentleman, I already feel he would do
anything for me.”
That’s probably true.
“Some people just need to be put in their best mode,
to take what’s best from inside and give it a little….
push.” She held up a finger to mark her point;
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Akeley’s eyes were naked and set on something she
was looking at in the dark, something unseen and
beyond the counter. She slowly turned her glazed
gaze away from empty space and feasted them on
Annie, coming into focus and seeing her once again.
“Well, anyway, I should go. I’ve wasted enough of
your time. I’m sure you have your work to get back
to.”
“Oh yes,” said Annie, as she quickly picked her
crossword up off the floor and started writing on it
like it was something important.
Akeley turned and walked away, exited through
the tall paneled doors of the front entrance. Annie
watched her go, walking swiftly down the pathway
leading from the hotel to the courtyard, turning right
down the road, along the cliffs by the sea.
Where the Zounds is she going at this hour?
Seashank wasn’t exactly renown for its nightlife. Not
the good kind, anyway.
Annie looked back at the crossword on the counter.
She read the clue and realized she was back at
Square One: “What is the six-letter name of an
ancient Atlantean princess?” She had no idea. The
answer was right there, hazy on the fringe of her
mind.
She had to clear her head; something about the feel
of this place made it hard to think. When it got this
way, her best recourse was to focus on something
simple, like a menial task or chore that needed doing
anyway.
The old clock on the wall read 6:35 PM. She needed
to deliver the room service to Room 202 for the
evening meal. Annie sighed, stretched, made her
way down the narrow staircase to the kitchen. It was
dark when she entered; she groped along the wall to
the side, found a heavy switch and pulled it upward.
The place was suddenly doused with fluorescent
light, revealing a green-tiled lair filled with cooking
paraphernalia of rusted, tarnished steel. An old and
grimy refrigerator stood next to gas-burning stove,
the door to the freezer compartment stood the
height of the kitchen in one corner, and dirty pots
soaked in the sink underneath wooden cabinets.
Of course, there was also the ever-present smell of
seafood.
The squalor of the kitchen always got to her. She
hadn’t seen herself doing this kind of work at this
point in her life—it didn’t seem appropriate for
someone with an MBA and high-society ambitions.
But in a sense, she supposed this was where she
belonged; her fishy features didn’t have any place
in prestigious brokerage firms or fancy Manhattan
parties.
Inside the refrigerator there was a meal already
prepared. She took it out, heated it a little on the
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stove, and then brought it to the dumb waiter built
into the wall, where it transported the food upwards
to the second floor with a swish.
Annie picked up a four-wheeled cart and picked it
up off the ground, carrying it as she climbed both
sets of stairs to the second floor. Once there, she
put the food from the dumb waiter to the cart, then
wheeled it over to Room 202.
She knocked on the door. “Room service!”
No one responded, so she left the cart by the door
and started to walk away. Then she heard a noise.
She stopped mid-stride and then heard it again,
coming from behind her.
“Annie…” said the voice.
She recognized the low register of Dr. Krugk,
coming through the closed door of Room 204. She
turned and approached it.
“Dr. Krugk, are you alright?”
“Yes…I must speak to you about something very
important.”
“Okay. What is it?”
“How much do you know about false-color
imaging?”
She mentally kicked herself for falling in the trap—
now she was going to hear a “very important” lecture
from Dr. Krugk. “Not much, Professor,” she said.
Changing tracks completely, Krugk said, “I have
recently taken a few photographs of eggs.”
“Eggs?”
“A clutch of six eggs sitting on the beach, a few
yards across from my window, have been the site of
frequent nocturnal meetings between Ms. Akeley
and Dr. Farley.”
“They have?
“Yes. Although that concerns me less than the
imaging of the resonance from the eggs themselves.”
“Dr. Krugk, again, I don’t know what that means.”
“Let me show you something,” he said, and
something slid out from underneath the door,
spinning in a full circle before coming to rest two
inches from Annie’s feet.
She picked it up. “What’s this?”
“It is your camera phone.”
“I know it’s my camera phone. I mean, why did you
have it?”
“That’s not important now. What is important
are the photographs I’ve downloaded from my
telescope.”
Curiosity got the better of her, and Annie cycled
through the photo databank of her phone, found
the most recent album and opened it. The first
image that appeared was in color, but primarily cast
of shades of very white and very black. There was
Farley standing in the dark, on the left side only
visible above the neck, looking serious at something
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to the right; the other person’s face was turned away
from the camera, but the black mat of hair couldn’t
have belonged to anyone else but Ms. Akeley.
There was another picture with Farley laughing
about something. A chill ran up her spine when she
saw Akeley’s dead eyes staring directly at her, as if
she had known she was being photographed.
She cycled forward to another photo; in this
one Farley was out of sight, only his arm and leg
showing. Akeley was on her knees in front of the
eggs, doing something with her hands held up in the
air. The eggs were large enough to be prehistoric.
There were lines drawn around them in the sand, in
circular patterns. The surf rattled beyond, soaking
the beach with foam.
“Take a look at the other photos,” said Dr. Krugk.
Annie went to the other album Krugk had
downloaded onto the phone. A strange image came
up_strange as in hard to discern. The colors were
distorted and out of focus, seemingly alien.
“These are the photos of the eggs,” said Krugk,
“taken in the daytime with a lens that allows imaging
of light from….beyond the standard wavelengths.
An ineffable color beyond human perception,
visible only to certain animals and mystics, a bilious
mix of ultra-violets and inner-reds invisible to the
untrained eye.”
“Then how come I can see it?”
“You’re not seeing it; the colors you see are
artificially placed by the imaging equipment, in
order to show the relative gradients of the color.”
“What does the color look like?”
“Kind of a…..light fuchsia, I suppose. What bothers
me, though, is that both photographs taken of the
eggs and Ms. Akeley show similar patterns of the
color-coded resonance, which seems to suggest a
common biological content between them.”
“Well, doctor, this is all very fascinating, but I don’t
see what it has to do with—”
“The only thing that can be causing what you see
there is extensive levels of radiation or heat.”
“Really.”
“Yes.” Krugk seemed to completely change course
once again: “Reptiles are the only animals who
lay their eggs on the beach, and when they do it
its always under the sand to provide insulation.
Warmth is given by the mother, who sits upon the
eggs.”
Annie waited patiently for Krugk to relate the
disconnected thought processes. He continued:
“The eggs must be receiving their nourishment from
some other energy source, something that requires
them to be laid aboveground rather than under.”
“What would that be?”
“I’m not sure, but I think it might be….cosmic rays.”
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“Cosmic rays?”
“Yes. It would explain how the eggs have grown to
such a tremendous size—as the result of mutation—
for they have grown much larger than any eggs
I have ever witnessed in my travels. Although it
would seem from the photo that Ms. Akeley attaches
a different significance to who or what the source
of the energy is. An almost, ah…religious fervor, I
would venture to say, given the ritualistic nature of
her meetings with Farley.”
Annie looked again at the photo of Akeley kneeling
in front of the eggs, hands held above her head in
some form of deranged benediction. “So…” Annie
began.
“So what in Phoebus’s Fantabulous Fisheries is in
those eggs?” said Krugk.
*
Mike was alone wandering the halls of the Hotel,
not really interested in doing anything important or
making himself useful. His sister could take care of
things perfectly on her own, really; it wasn’t like he
was really needed around here. And honestly, the
hotel could fall apart for all he cared.
The long, empty corridor stretched to a single
window that adorned the ending wall. It was a
simple sliding hash window overlooking the sea,
only a hundred feet away. He slunk down the aged
floorboards with his hands in his baggy pockets,
his head downcast at a slouching angle. The light
from the small flame-lit nightlights along the floor
was almost as pale and weak as the dusk-beams
flowing through the window at the end of the hall.
He stopped by a food cart standing next to one
of the rooms, an unopened silver tureen covering
something seafood-related.
The door to the room was closed, and the cart was
obviously unnoticed. Well, if they don’t want it,
Mike thought as he opened the tureen.
Underneath was an assortment of fried, baby
kraken-shrimp. Ugh.  Always the same disgusting
food in this lame-ass town.
He took one of the shrimp and ate it, anyway. It was
mainly the thrill of the crime that mattered.
A few feet way, on the opposite side of the hall,
the door to Room 207 was ajar, spilling some of
the motions of the interior into the hallway. Mike
stopped his munching and turned to look. He saw
something moving in there and realized that it was
the room belonging to the new lady tenant, Ms.
Akeley. As he came closer, he could see her inside
the room through the thin margin of the door’s
opening.
She was standing in the half-light of an open
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window, basking in whatever air and misty cold the
clammy weather of Seashank decided to throw her
way. She was dressed only in a white silk nightdress,
showing most of her body, leaving little covered by
the thin lace and strands of the loose undergarment.
She looked resolutely out at the sea, her eyes
unswerving as her hands moved; they cradled a long,
ornate knife, of a curious shape and design unlike
anything Mike had ever seen before. Her hands
expertly tossed the knife from one hand to another,
catching it and flipping it downwards with quick arcs
of her fingers and wrists, flicking the blade in an out
with the casual dexterity of a trained warrior.
She had already been aware of Mike’s presence,
and turned her head in his direction without any
look of surprise or any embarrassment for how she
was dressed. As she fixed her black eyes on him,
a stronger breeze flew from window and eased the
door the rest of the way open, leaving Mike in full
view, slouching and watching her in the doorway.
Almost blushing, he was about to apologize, but
Akeley spoke first. “I can see you’re wondering what
I find so interesting about the view, especially one as
banal and insipid as can be found in no-name town
such as this.”
Mike was wondering a great many things, but
instead of answering he went into the room,
standing next to the bed unmade and rumpled with
sheets.
Akeley continued: “You’re wondering what
difference it would make if this whole cliff settlement
crashed into the ocean in one great mud slide, killing
everything and everyone in it, saving them from a
lifetime of wretched, pointless existence. What great
calamity would befall humankind if all were sucked
into the eternal void.”
“It’s not so bad. Not any worse than any other town
I’ve been to.”
She flicked the knife in his direction. “Spoken like
someone who’s never been to the Deep. Do you
know what the Deep is like?”
“No. What is it?”
“It is a place of endless boundaries, of things that
live and breed in the dark, freakish creatures you can
only begin to imagine the terror of. There is always
the darkness and a perfect absence of light to hide
in, away from the petty babbling of humankind and
communing only with the waters that surround for
infinite reaches. In the Deep nothing can ever find
you; it is the emptiness of space and the paleness of
cold sanctuary. When you want to escape, you can
do it; when you want to conquer the many things it
throws in your way, you can do that as well. It is the
center of everything, a place of endless possibilities,
a place where you can learn what the darkness of
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Earth truly means.”
“Sounds nice.”
“Oh it is, Mike. It is.” Akeley looked at him a while
longer, in her blank but intent way, and then sat
down on the bed. She held her knife up in one hand,
the blade pointing upwards; her other hand was held
out expectantly to Mike. “Sit down next to me. I
have something I want to show you.”
Rather than asking what it was, or how she knew his
name, he felt himself drawn next to her on the edge
of the bed. He took her hand.
She placed the pointed tip of the blade on the end
of her finger, drawing a thin line of blood that
congealed into a round, red drip.
She did the same thing with his finger, drawing a bit
of blood. He was too fascinated with the process
to complain. He’d had friends that were into
scarification—was she into that, too?
Akeley brought there blooded fingers together so
they touched, and an electric tingle seemed to flow
between them, linking their minds and passing
thoughts from one to the other. The effect was
instantaneous, time slowing into much longer spaces
than they were in reality; communication speeded to
a thousand times the rate of spoken words.
“Do you understand now, Mike?”
“Yeah.”

“It’s nothing,” he said.
“Did she ask for it?” Annie asked.
“No, not really.”
“Then why are you bringing it to her?”
Farley broke in: “Look, it’s just some things that we
think she might need. Don’t interfere and let us be
on our way.” Without another word, the two walked
up the stairs toward Room 207. Confused, Annie
stood behind, watching them go.
What is that creepy chick up to?  And why are they
doing her bidding all of a sudden?
She ran upstairs after them; as soon as she got to
the tenant hall she could hear the sounds of their
conversation. The door to 207 was open, with
Akeley was standing in the center of the room,
brushing her hair with a clamshell mirror poised in
her hand, instructing the two helpers, “Just put those

*
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anywhere, dears,” as they set down the crates. They
took no notice of Annie in the doorway.
“Are you going to be changing rooms, Ms. Akeley?”
The pale woman acted like she hadn’t heard. “Hmm?
Oh, yes, I suppose. Tomorrow.”
“Well, if you’re going to be changing rooms, then I
need your rent money from today and yesterday.”
“You’ll receive the money at the end of the week, as
is proper.”
Annie stepped forward. “Look, if you’ve got a
problem with how I run my hotel, then maybe you
should just get out.”
“Now really,” Farley objected, “that’s no way to—”
Akeley waved her hand to make him silent, working
whatever voodoo magic it was that she possessed.
“You’ll receive your money at the end of the week.
And in a no-name, Podunk town such as this, you
should just be grateful for any business you happen
to get. So just run along now, dear.”
“And Dad didn’t leave just you in charge, he left both

8

“I trust you’re keeping things in order over there,”
the voice on the other end of the line said. “Not
having any trouble, I hope?”
“No, no trouble, Dad,” said Annie. She was watching
Farley and Mike doing something through the
windows.
“That’s good. You’d tell me if there was, though,
right?”
“Uh-huh.” The two males were carrying some kind
of crates from outside. Annie had no idea what it
was, or what had compelled the two into amiability_
usually they couldn’t stand each other.
“Well, I have to be going, but I should be able to
come back in a couple of weeks. Hopefully you’ll be
able to last until then, ha ha. Bye now.”
“Bye, Dad. Talk to you later.” Annie hung up the
phone with her eyes glued to the pair walking into
the lobby; they took no notice of her and started
carrying the crates up the stairs.
“Hey, what’re you guys doing?” she asked.
“Nothing. Just bringing some stuff up to Ms.
Akeley,” said Mike.
“Why? What stuff?” Annie moved to open the crate
in Mike’s hands, but he stepped backward with an
alert spasm on his face.
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of us in charge,” said Mike.
Annie looked at her brother. “You’re just going to let
her talk about Seashank like that?”
Mike grinned at her in a way that chilled her, all the
more disconcerting in that she couldn’t remember
the last time she had seen him smile. “I don’t owe
this place anything.”
Farley brushed up to the door, his fat face displeased.
“Now if you’ll excuse us, the lady wishes for privacy,”
he said, and shut the door harshly in her face.
She stood there in the hallway for a few minutes,
furious but unable to do anything with her anger.
Thoughts seethed: Just who the hell does that
Queen Bitch think she is?  She’s worse than those
high priestesses of The Order of Neptune, expecting
everybody to just fall down and worship her, to
have everything handed to her on a silver platter!  

Entitlement and privilege—it makes me so sick!  ‘Run
along now,’ indeed!  She’s worse than those stuck-up
stockbrokers who wouldn’t give me a job because of
the way I look, giving me that rot about “needing
more experience.” She thinks she’s some stuck-up
princess who can just walk into my hotel and start to
take over, stepping all over everybody like they‘re—
It might have been the influence of Dr. Krugk, but
she had already started to think his way, connecting
the frayed ends unrelated elocutions until they met
and formed into something surprisingly significant.
The idea needed research before she formed any
conclusions—if she was right she would have solved
something that had nagged at her ever since that
strange woman had arrived here. There was a book
in the basement…
Annie ran down the stairs, across the lobby, and
out into the gray day. The cold wind nipped at her
black hair as she ran around the side of the wooden
building and into a dusty alleyway lined by a row of
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drab, dried-brick hovels, darkened inside with the
blinds shut tight, the residents preferring to shut
themselves in rather than face the miserable weather
outside. Annie found the cellar doors, built at a
slant against the side of the hotel. She pulled back
one plank of rotting wood, and descended into the
darkness of the basement.
She turned on the lights; stark hanging bulbs strung
with loose wire lit up. Electricity was necessary
to see in the basement as all the papers and books
would catch fire with lamps. The musty odor of old
facts and records filled the air, and the dust swirled
around but went nowhere, as there was no venting
to circulate it out of the room.
There were mountains of hotel records, invoices,
arrears and many refugees from their father’s
extensive library. Annie started to rifle through
them, then picked up a weighty tome off a stack
heaped haphazardly on the floor. She blew off the
outer layer of dust and brought it under the dim
light of a bulb to read the title. Yeah, this was what
she wanted.
She sat down on a random book stack and examined
the text. The title read: History of the Atlantean War
with the Pescalists.
She opened the book. Covering the expanse of one
whole page was a picture of a giant sea creature,
a serpentine leviathan with a dragon’s head and
the coiling body of an eel, only a thousand-times
the size. On its scaly back rode an Atlantean MerWarrior, finned and fisheaded, wielding a golden
trident and spiked golden helmet. The pair plunged
through the ocean deeps, bubbles foaming around
them, possibly off to some epic underwater battle.
Annie turned to a random page. Spread across both
sides was a political map of the Tectonic Nations, a
view of the ocean floor divided by plate boundaries
and political alliances. There was the vast Central
Plate in the middle of the world, ruled for thousands
of years by the powerful Atlantean empire. To the
northwest, just a short swim from Seashank, was the
much smaller plate ruled by the scientific theocracy
of the Pescalists, an insular race even older than the
Atlanteans.
She turned to another page, this time much further
into the book. A black and white illustration heavy
with shading appeared from the aged paper. It
depicted the first meeting between the Atlanteans
and the Pescalists, a historical event that was
inevitable but delayed through the centuries by
geographical separation. The Pescalists looked
sullen and resentful as they greeted the Atlantean
emissary, an alien creature of a vast militaristic
culture much unlike their own.
There then followed scenes from the Atlantean/
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Pescalist war. She stopped when she saw the
squadrons of Kuultrider forces, gracefully swimming
across the page. She read the text accompanying the
image:
“…the formation of the Kuultrider legions in the
Atlantean army were a major factor in the eventual
victory of Atlantis over the Pescalists. An important
turning point in the war came when the Atlantean
military decided to allow women into the Kuultrider
forces, who proved to be just as good at riding, if not
better, than the males. The most prominent female
Kuultrider of this time was the princess of the Akk
dynasty, daughter of Su Stormbringer, then king of
all Atlantis…”
Annie stopped and used her linguistic abilities put
the pieces of the puzzle all together. Using the
Atlantean tradition of attaching -lei to indicate
dynasty, and -san to indicate lineage, the full name
turned out to be:
“Su-san Akk-lei Kuultrider.”
*
Night fell once more along the rocky coastline,
shadowing its caverns and seaside coves, all
shorebirds flocking away to flee the epicenter of
forthcoming gloom. Seashank was subdued, locked
away in its tiny one-story houses, ready to weather
any incipient storms. It would survive another
one, if it came to that. In a way it resembled the
jagged rocks that still stood along the coast after the
breakers had heaped their furious beatings upon
them, day after day and year after year.
Krugk could feel the wind changing, the changing
course of febrile currents that built and blew their
way. He would have to get ready, have to prepare.
If he did not face the undertow with equal might
and courage, everything—he, his mission and his
people—would be forever damned until the end of
time.
In a bedroom, Annie experienced the sensation of
total black, frightening for its lack of any familiar
touchstone and logical center. It consumed
everything she imagined, and spit out only more
black.
She opened an eyelid, and light streamed into her
consciousness. She saw that she was in Room 207,
and that it had been rigged with a number of bright
electric lamps. Mike sat watching her from across
the room, in a chair by the door, with his arms
folded around his chest and an unhappy expression
on his face. He held Akeley’s jeweled and intricate
knife. She looked to the right, out the window, and
could see the signs of the coming dark as it whipped
its windswept surge in from the sea.
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It wasn’t hard to figure out what had happened:
Ms. Akeley had, in that way of hers, figured out
what Annie knew and sent her minions after her.
By now the two males were fully in her grasp; they
must have found her and knocked her out when she
wasn’t looking. Annie could tell by the way Mike
was watching her that he was too far gone to reason
with.
“What is she planning to do? You might as well tell
me,” Annie said.
Mike just continued to glower in her direction.
Annie looked to the right wall and said, “If I scream,
Krugk will—”
“Krugk’s a joke. He’d never leave his room.”
“Why are you helping her? You like her pushing you
around?”
“You don’t know the first thing about her.”
“And you do?”
“More than you’d believe. She‘s taught me much,
about the endless Deep where the True Ones live,
where the night lasts forever and the genuine
darkness can be found in its purest form.”
“You think she cares about you? She’s just using
you—she saw how you like to dress up and pretend
you’re so dark, so she filled your silly little head with
dreams of an ’endless night.’ “
“You don’t understand. I’m not like you. You tried
to leave home to make it in New York, you thought
you could be something you’re not, someone like
her, but you just ended up a failure. You just wish
you could be like Ms. Akeley. At least I accept what
I am. She said if I followed her she would take me
into the Deep, where I belong.”
“I bet she promised you all kinds of things for when
this is over,” Annie said. “Things a little boy would
immediately jump on, even if it means selling out
his hometown and everyone in it to some foreigner
who crawled out of the water. How‘s it feel to be a
foreigner‘s lackey?”
“It ain’t like that.”
“No? It sure looks like that, the way you follow her
around with that lust-mad look in your eyes, begging
for a little bit of attention from that fishy-freak
slut—”
“Don’t you talk about her like that!” Mike jumped
out of his seat and came across the room with fury
in his eyes and his pierced eyebrows bent awry; it as
already too late—Annie had her chair clenched in
both hands and smashed it over his head, breaking it
into wooden fragments and knocking him flat on the
floor.
She hoped he was okay, but didn’t have time to
think of that now. She ran out the door and took off
down the hallway towards the stairwell. Something
stopped her.
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“Annie…” Krugk’s voice came through the thin door
to Room 204. Annie stopped to look at it, and heard
the sounds of movement and things being gathered
from behind. The rustling and clanking settled,
then she heard the slow click of the lock becoming
unlatched. Another second of waiting, and the door
opened.
She saw Krugk for the very first time. He was old,
with wisps of gray hair sticking out the sides of his
cephalic fins. His skin was moist, bluish-gray and
scaly; his hands and feet were webbed and flat. Big
lips wrapped around the low jowls of his lanternshaped head. The dilated pupils of his eyes could be
seen under the glass goggles he wore over them.
He was wearing some kind of brown wetsuit, with
a series of fluid-filled tubes attached to it. Water
was dripping from the get-up and pooling at his
feet, splashing as he walked through it and left wide
footprints from his watertight shoes.
“I’m coming with you,” said Dr. Krugk.
“Well, then come on,” said Annie. “Let’s go see what
we find.”
When they exited through the hotel’s front doors
and out into the night, the wind whipped hard
around them, disheveling Annie’s hair and Kurgk’s
fins. They ran right, down the eastern path leading
out of town, entering a fragile woodened walkway
that carved straight through the cliffs. It hovered
on thin beams over an clearly-incised hole a foot
around the walkway, sounding creaky and unsteady
as the two thumped along the boards. At the end,
sands covered the final steps leading to the ground,
and they stepped onto a dark beach covered by a
mass of glittering stars.
Farley and Akeley stood a few yards down the stage
of sand, engrossed in the giant eggs that rose as high
as the sky.
“They must be the result of genetic engineering,”
Krugk said. “There’s nothing that grows that fast.
That‘s how they brought Su-San back from the dead,
and adapted her to live on land.”
Akeley took notice of their arrival and said, “Ah, Dr.
Krugk. I see you’ve tired of playing Peeping Tom
with that telescope of yours, decided to come and
see the truth for yourself.”
“Akeley had taught me much, Krugk,“ Farley said, his
eyes fascinated and sincere, enrapt by the sight of the
eggs. “You have no idea the power the Atlanteans
are capable of. You two are about to witness the
beachhead of the world’s greatest invasion, of the
greatest threat the human race has ever faced.”
“Why did you come to Seashank?” Annie asked.
“Why here?”
“It’s because Seashank is the only place she feels
safe,” said Krugk. “They are afraid of the land and so
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they want to destroy it.”
“There’ll be nothing left to fear once we’ve razed it to
the ground, to become fodder to feed my hatchlings,”
said Akeley, with a mad glow in her face. “Hark!
Here they awaken!”
In the fierce incandescence of the moonlight, a
system of tiny cracks appeared along the tips of the
eggs, webbing downward to the base, expanding
thicker and wider. Flakes of the shell broke off, and a
rumbling of activity began to emerge from within.
There was a squawking roar as the heads started to
breach. Annie thought at first she was seeing three
heads from each egg, but then realized that they
were triangular triple-pronged snouts of a single
head bisected along the center, with three pairs of
tongues that waggled as they wailed. Their backs
were covered with a blue-black carapace like a
beetle’s armor; if they had eyes they were too small
to see. The wings, fins, and sharp insect-legs broke
out of the sides of the eggs, which were coming
apart and sticking to the creatures’ bodies in shards
embedded in slathered goo. Krugk and Annie
backed away from the monstrosities that began to
awaken; Farley and Akeley only stepped closer.
“Come, come my beautiful darlings!” Akeley
shouted, her eyes full of maternal joy. “Gather
around, my mutant Uber-Kuult, my amphibious
chariots of destruction! Let us lay waste to all these
accursed lands in the name of the Empire!”
Hearing the voice of their mother, the monsters
rallied to her, one of them bending its neck to give
her purchase along its back. The small woman
climbed atop and held on to the blue ridges of its
shell; the mutant Kuult stood and lifted her high into
the midnight air.
“Now go! Eat! Feed! Destroy! THALL EM LIKK!”
Farley had been watching this with the same interest
an excitement as Ms. Akeley, but was very much
surprised when two Kuult bent to him and split his
body in half with slashing bites of their disgusting
mouths, then dropped the pieces into their maws
and swallowed. The newborn Kuult were hungry,
and Dr. Farley had served as the first sacrifice.
Krugk was holding a device in both hands,
something that looked like a squirrel cage on a base
of crystals and colored panels. He activated one
and the cage began to spin wildly, causing a whining
sound and creating a palpable electric tinge.
“It creates a high-pitched frequency that they don’t
like,” Krugk explained, leaning close to Annie so she
could hear. “There’s enough insect in their DNA to
repel them, but I don’t know how long it will last.”
Akeley reined her mount, yelling in her inhuman
chant, “RUDD YORGH SULOOD TAEYN!” She
made her beast move in against the force generated
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by Krugk’s device; the monster crept close enough to
ram a chitinous pillar into at the sand next to them,
toppling Krugk and Annie in the seismic shock,
spilling a shower of sand from the dirt geyser that
erupted around the Kuult’s leg.
Annie lay down in the dirt, face covered by her
sand-spattered hair. She heard Akeley riding closer,
laughing hysterically and speaking her nonsensical
words.
“Your Pescalist toys are useless against Atlantean
might, Doctor,” intoned Akeley. “The diversion was
enjoyable, but now it’s time to die, just like the rest
of your despicable race. And your bedraggled sea
rat companion, as well.” She clicked out of the side of
her mouth and barked, “NAOGN WOL NUR!”
Well, I guess this is The End, Annie thought as the
monster neared to kill them both. Maybe Mike
is right, maybe I’m just a failure.  I’m not good at
anything; I could never stand up to Ms. Akeley.
That’s not entirely true, another part of her mind
counter-argued. I’m pretty good at crossword
puzzles.  All those dull hours sitting at the front desk
doing nothing must have been good for something.
At the time of death, the human mind becomes
absorbed with inanities, such as the contemplation
of a blade of grass, or in Annie’s case the texture
on a grain of sand. She was more interested in the
bizarre incantations that Akeley screamed as she
ordered her Kuult to devour their flesh. What was
that she just said?  “NAOGN WOL NUR.” Funny,
“NUR” is just “RUN” backwards.
Akeley should have chosen a more obtuse
incantation, for this clue sparked another chain of
thought: Are these English words backwards?  RUN
LOW NGOAN?  No, that doesn’t make sense.  It
sounds more like something else Akeley said to me in
the hotel…something_wait!  “Run along now”!  She’s
saying, “RUN ALONG NOW,” but the letters are
scrambled.
As the Kuult neared for the kill, Annie muttered,
“Stop….pots…TOS.”
The mighty Kuult lurched backwards and Akeley
struggled to hang on as she dealt with the sudden,
unexpected movement.
“Stop now….LOW TOS?”
The Kuult looked at her in confusion; Akeley quickly
snapped some orders of her own and then it moved
forward again.
It seems to like threes…one for each mouth, I guess—
in lieu of a brain, you think with your appetite.  Stop
right now…WON PRIGHT TOS?  Wait, I see_it’s an

ascending ratio of letters from the original words at
two to three: two letters from the first two words and
three from the final.
“Stop right now,” Annie incanted, “RIGOW NHT
TOS.”
The Kuult sat down obediently and once again
Akeley grappled to hang on.
“Drop the lady: HYAP TELD ORD.”
The massive mutant beast shook its neck; the small
lady fell screaming off its back and into the sand. By
now, Krugk had recovered his machine and shut off
the frequency.
Annie didn’t flinch from the next, obvious
incantation: “Eat the lady: HYAT ELD TAE!”
The other Kuult came into the action, now that
there was no sonic interference and the promise of
food; their mother raised her hands and shrieked,
every image the damsel in distress, as her repulsive
children swarmed around her in a matricidal feeding
frenzy. Their multitudinous mouths grouped over
every inch of her body, tearing her apart limb from
bloody limb.
Krugk and Annie were backing away, trying to get
away from the horrific scene. Annie uttered one
more incantation at the ring of monsters: “Kill
yourselves: YEESOR UVELS LLIK.”
The things flew, dashed, and clawed at each other,
rolling on the beach in snarling clusters. Krugk and
Annie escaped down the walkway, hearing the whole
time the screams and wails of the Kuult as they
fought to the death. When they rounded the top of
the cliffs, Annie could still hear them down there,
filling the air with their blood-drenched sounds.
As they returned to the square, Annie looked back
out at the view, where the black outriders were
fading into the sea, the raging marine winds calming
down to a quiet. The Pescalist scholar hurried to
catch up, the excitement and danger too much for
his age; soon he would retire to his quiet monastic
cell in her hotel, a familiar place of safety and refuge
outside his watery origin. She once again felt the
solitude of her isolated and dreary home, her seaside
town off the beaten path and out in the middle of
nowhere. A no-name place of little importance, the
tactical point of an invasion by the most powerful
Empire the world has ever known, an ancient
darkness and the gravest threat to all humankind,
and it was here that that power was deterred and
sent back to the Deep from whence it came.
Gazing out at the lonesome coast under a starlit sky,
Annie said, “I am Seashank.”

Lee Lackey and Tom Ribas are the founding members of the Houston-based writing collective "The Mad
Hatters." They write spec-fic, but secretly yearn to be Harlequin romance writers.
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How to
Survive the
Gozo Channel
Patience

One old woman, 68, grey hair tight pressed to the
top of her head kept in place by black pins and a barrette at the nape of her neck. Her fingers are covered
in rings, mostly gold with the occasional flash of a
solitaire. Her fingers move quickly and quietly over
a round plastic table in one corner of the Ferry cafe.
She is so far hunched over that her head is parallel with the table top. She is dealing a row of seven
cards.
The old woman is playing with a strange deck of
Sicilian tarocchi, produced in the 50s painted in garish colours, all curious scenes. They are well worn,
frayed and soft to the touch. She puts one card down
with excruciating precision then deals another. Her
husband played all sorts of card games. She remembers Scarto, Ottocento, Trionfi and Delfino. His
large hands cradling the cards before each trick and
his mouth always quick to smile, especially when she
won. Now she'll have to make do with patience.
They were married because of cards. Her father
had been a great player, the best in Marsalforn when
there wasn't much else to do, before family secrets
and air conditioners kept everybody indoors. One
August evening as her father won a small fortune
in the smoky town square, her hands on the railing
looking out to the sea found his, and turning to look
she suddenly kissed him.
It didn't matter that they were strangers. They
became inseparable, and soon married. Their lives
were difficult but the commute didn't kill them.
She rarely made the journey to Malta, but she was
SEPTEMBER 2010

nobody's fool. He spent so much time there so long
away from home - it was inevitable. She cried on her
mother's shoulder three times before her mother
finally refused to listen. This is life, she said, he still
loves you, you are his wife. What happens in Malta
stays in Malta. And so she washed his shirts and
emptied his trouser pockets and never looked at the
things she found there.
He drove a taxi and that meant long trips around
the island, into the city all over the roads, in all
seasons. Those terrible roads always worried her. It's
funny that in the end, the roads had nothing to do
with it. They were married for 33 years and lived in
the same little house by the sea. Every Friday they
ate fish. They produced no children.
One heavy hand reaches down and she touches her
belly almost as though she is going to be sick, but
she isn't. She plays another card and discovers that
the sequence is impossible. She cannot win and so
she stacks them up and shuffles the way her father
did, not like somebody who's watched too many
Poker tournaments. She has respect for the cards
and the pleasure of playing. She begins again and
this time it works out quickly, no mess. The final
King's on his throne and all is right with the world.
By the time she is finished we are in Gozo. A voice
crackles on the PA - "Merhba Ghawdex!"
We walk down to the car and see her sitting in a
hearse, somewhere towards the back of the boat.
There are no other black cars and everyone is taking
a good, long look. Why must people stare at coffins?
The box has a simple spray of white flowers down
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Listen to that thunder. And there's lightening! I
think we'll sink, we'll sink, we'll sink.

like toys in a box.
Kristina is going to be sick!
Watch her turn green, watch her cry and run but
it's too late. One word, chunks.
Who's going to be next? Who'll be next!
Not me, never me. It's best like this when it's shaking and moving and going up and down and tossing
and turning. A roller coaster without shrieking metal
without Disney backdrops and sweaty tourists buckling their seat belts. This is the way things should be,
tossed up and down and I feel safe. Why shouldn't I?
The sea knows me.
Nicholas is going to be sick!

Up and down up and down over and over we'll
never be sick!
Outside, where the wind is cold and drags up the
salt and slaps us in the face and all we do is laugh because this is the way it should be going up and down
on the broad face of the water. The fish, if there are
fish, haven't even noticed if they're far enough under,
the water hugs them in place while we slip and slide

Watch him gulp water and force a smile but the
pallor's there, creeping in at the gills and suddenly,
puke.
Still not me, never me. The strong air is good it's
clean it whips through you it snatches you and takes
you away. Why can't they understand that? The
darkness above us is the darkness below us, firmaments unite in a single black seam. I run along the

the middle, nothing extravagant, just clean. I can see
her fiddling with something in the front seat when
the driver starts the engine. She has bound the cards
together with a piece of string and drops them into
her handbag. The rings on her fingers fold flat across
her belly. Fords and Fiats and Renaults stream out
of the boat, clunk hard on the ramp and hit solid
ground. When the hearse jolts forward to join them
the old woman closes her eyes.
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deck and I can't stop laughing.
Rough weather is always better when people love
the sea.
Ignorance

This happened on the sloping green knoll that connects our field to the house. I stood there with a nest
in my hand, a nest my grandmother found. It was so
painfully perfect it belonged in a fairy tale - round,
tightly woven yellow straw with blots of colour
where faded flowers had worked their way in. And
nestled in the hollow sat three quail eggs, speckled
and small. Now these didn't really belong with the
nest, my grandmother had found it empty. But I
didn't know that - all I knew was that here was a nest
with three eggs, and eggs became birds (when they
weren't being breakfast) and I was going to show
him.
My grandfather looked down at the little nest and
smiled sadly. He didn't say anything but stared for a
long time. I stood on tips of my toes and lifted the
nest higher so he could inspect it. I don't know what
I wanted him to say. He shook his head and lifted
one great flat finger, caressing the eggs. He said,
"there's nothing in these, look" and crushed them
flat. I stared at the fragments of eggshell and put the
nest back on my grandmother's dresser, trying to
ignore the hollow feeling behind my navel.
This is one of two memories involving quails and
my grandfather.
The second also takes place before the hospital,
before the tubes and doctors and his sudden, yellow skin. He sat at the head of a very long table and
accepted speeches in his honour with customary
reserve. A humble man, a quiet man. I remember he
was short but not small, sturdy but not fat with large
fascinating hands that moved a lot when he spoke.
My grandfather's eyes moved over the table and took
stock of his family, gathered for dinner.
I don't know why I ordered it but I had and there
it was - quail. I looked down at my plate and wrinkled my nose. I tried to eat some but bones filled my
mouth. He smiled and took my plate in exchange
for his own. I didn't think anything of it, I was too
tired to complain and too hungry to be satisfied with
one scrawny bird. I watched him eat it, delicately
and precisely. When he'd finished the plate gleamed
with a careful crosshatch of translucent bones. They
reminded me of fish bones, and I felt confused.

Miscellany

Q: The centre of the Mediterranean? No way!
There must be loads of dolphins where you're from.
A: No there are no dolphins. There are no dolphins
in bays, coves or beaches, no aquariums, no dolphinarium, there are no dolphins in private pools no
mutant dolphins that live in the sewers. This isn't a
theme park. Enough with the dolphins.
Q: That's not very nice. Have you ever see any? You
must have seen something.
A: It only happened once, and I was sleepy. This
was years ago. One two maybe three shapes, moving in the black water. The sea looked like enormous
panes of shattering glass and somebody shouted,
Dolphin dolphin! I'm surprised the ship didn't tip
over. The sudden shift when feet came pounding,
hands pointing through the railings and mothers
repeating "denfil, denfil" very slowly to very small
babies.
Q: Sounds like the babies were more enthusiastic
than you were!
A: Babies can't see anything if it's not waved under
their noses. They cooed and gurgled and their mothers smiled and their husbands took photos and the
tourists were dumb with excitement and the locals
looked smug, as though this was their doing. We left
the boat quickly. I probably yawned a lot.
Q: Did dolphins come up to the shore?
A: I don't remember that part. I only remember the
shapes moving and the sea being dark and the people's voices. It's an old memory. I do remember seeing them over the edge of the boat and I remember
the sounds they made over the sounds of the people.
It's almost like I've filtered out the chatter and the
wind and the clinking glass bottles before everything
became plastic. It fades out. They were squeaking
and I was listening.
Q: That sounds magical.
A: Yes.

Peter Farrugia is marginally smarter than your average bear. He's a student and a journalist, but
you shouldn't hold that against him. When he's not writing bios for himself Peter thinks up stories and
reads books, explores beaches and trespasses (completely unintentionally) on other people's fields (their
fences are always falling down) during interminable Sunday rambles. Sensible shoes are essential.
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The Treacherous Sea
The sea can be treacherous. When one considers
this notion, one may associate the sea’s treachery
with imminent drowning, the mystery of what lies
beneath or perhaps jaws, if you please. All of these
notions are valid or plausible. Yet there are many
dangers which one would not even think of unless
they would truly stare them in the face. Trust me. I
would know. I have seen it all.
No, I am not a prophet. Neither am I some goddess
who stands side by side with Poseidon ruling over
the sea. What I am is a nurse. And I have worked
everywhere.
Really and truly, the problems the sea afflicts really
and truly (apart from drowning, jaws and what lies
beneath) have nothing to do with the sea itself; the
body of salty Mediterranean so many are fond of.
The problems arise because people are stupid. And
they lie. Or possibly both. They are also careless,
clumsy and have no sense of foresight.
In a way I thank God for these people. They make
my day. Not only do I feel really intelligent when I
am around them, the hilarity factor they bring to
my day in insurmountable. After being qualified for
three years, I still find the predicaments some people
get themselves into amusing. That being said, I am
very sensitive- I never laugh in a patient’s face. If
Lady Gaga thinks she has her poker face mastered,
she obviously has never met me…or for that matter
been one of my patients.
One seaside incident that comes to mind is Mr.
Can’t Poo, whom I will refer to as Mr. CP. I was
in my second year of nursing school and Mr. CP
presented with a tremendous problem- he could
not ‘make number 2.’ In other words, this man could
not defecate. ‘The feeling is there, but it just won’t
come out!’. I had to bite my cheeks and think of dead
kittens. In summer, I now know, this is not uncommon. While Mr. CP took his family to the beach and
they were all scoffing their seaside picnic of Maltese
bread and tuna, Mr. CP decided to eat a large cooler
full of prickly pears. For those of you not in the
know, prickly pears can be quite delicious, unfor-
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tunately they are mostly made up of seeds, and it is
impossible to de-seed a prickly pear, which this man
found out the hard way. This is exactly what makes
the prickly pear lethal- the body cannot digest all
those seeds and they collectively get stuck in the
rectum, thus bunging one up beyond self help.
This is quite an irritating situation. A right pain in
the ass, if I may make an awful pun. Mr. CP had to
be taken to an endoscopy suite and have his seeds
manually removed (anaesthesia is not guaranteed).
This can be done in a number of ways, but the most
common way is by gently introducing a metal tube
up the chuff, inflating the bowel with a pump and
removing the offending bolus of seeds with a set of
forceps. However, what most young doctors do not
know is that the more air you introduce, the more
has to be expelled. That day, the young doctor made
this grave error, and once that bowel got inflated beyond necessity, it was as if a beaver’s dam was burst
open by a particularly powerful river, and our young
doctor was pelted in the face with prickly pear seeds
and a week-end’s worth of faeces, because of course,
patients always wait until the last possible moment
to report a problem, because not only are they
stupid, but they are also (literally) shit scared. Did I
mention that young doc was not wearing a protective visor?
I guess after this episode my fate was set, because
on qualification I was a reliever for a few months in
many different wards and then was placed in endoscopy, where I see many amusing things extracted
from people’s anatomical abyss. But that’s a different
story entirely. And it has nothing to do with the sea.
In the summer of my third year I was working in an
emergency clinic, which I thought would be exciting
and thrilling, and for the most part, it was. However,
the amount of people who come for no reason at all
or else perceived emergencies is quite abundant. For
example, mothers mistaking dried porridge on their
children’s faces for leprosy, lonely old people who
want to chat, school children feigning illness and
parents dragging in hung-over teenagers because,
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surprise surprise, they could not get out of bed that
morning and they are lethargic and vomiting.
This brings to mind an elderly woman who claimed
to have been bitten on her hand, which is fine. Well,
perhaps not fine, but definitely not dire. Moreover, not only did she present her afflicted hand, but
the culprit who did the biting! Yes indeed, she had
caught him red handed. Out of her large hand-bag,
after considerable rummaging, she brought out a
small clear plastic bag, which contained her main
offender! A small pink fish! Obviously dead, but
present, ready to be shown to whoever would listen
to her. She proceeded to wave the fish in my face,
screaming ‘this is it! He did this to me!’ Yes, I will
personally see to it that he gets incarcerated. Then I
began to wonder, after this fish bit her, did she actually bother to try and catch him, despite the pain?
The old lady screamed ‘there were many like him,
but I caught this one!’ Aha! So he did not work alone,
he had an accomplice! The plot thickens!
So we treated the woman’s bite wound, gave her
some antibiotics and sent her off. But before she left
she screamed again ‘where did you put him?’ obviously meaning our little criminal. I told her I threw
him in the bin. She screamed that she wanted him.
I should not have been surprised, wanted; dead or
alive. So I had to fish our fishy friend out of the bin

from amongst clinical waste and hand it over. She
did not say thank-you.
Later on that same day, a young girl came to the
clinic with the worst sun burn I had ever seen in my
life. The backs of her legs were burnt so badly she
could not bend her knees. I asked her how many
hours she spent in the sun. She said less than one
hour. I asked if she wore sunscreen. She said yes, factor 50. I asked if she re-applied after swimming. She
said yes.
LIE. LIE. LIE! As nurses, I think our intelligence
is severely under-estimated. What did this girl
think? That I would presume she is naturally red
and blistery? That she was playing an odd true-tolife charades game and she was a lobster? We gave
her cream, some pamphlets on how to protect you
against the sun and sent her off. However, it is a pity
that we do not have pamphlets on how bad it is to lie
to health care professionals and how no matter how
much you do lie, in the end we will find out.
Therefore perhaps one could say that patients are
just as treacherous as the sea. Both may look crystal
clear on the surface, yet we never really know what
lurks deeper, in the nooks and crannies and crevices.
And as nurses, we are the scuba divers and underwater explorers, holding our breath and hoping for the
best.

Marie-Claire is 26 years old, born in Canada, brought up in Malta and a graduate Nurse. She loves to
write about her experiences, especially since it is often the case that the situations one finds oneself in
cannot only be hilarious, but also profound. She is currently reading for her Masters in Bioethics.
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Life in the deeps
By Marco Attard

small trip around the abyss; the actual one, this time.
Or at least what’s known of it.
First of all, let’s clear the obvious elephant in the
room. Or rather, the Giant Squid. Growing to an estimated maximum length of 13 metres from tentacle
tip to its end, the giant squid is a long-mythologised
creature of the depths. Not surprisingly, seeing how
our knowledge of the beast is mostly derived from
badly preserved bodies, either found washed up on
beaches or as beaks and bits from the stomachs of
sperm whales. The first time actual footage of a living giant squid was captured was as recently as 2004
by a Japanese team.

Fanciful nonsense, obviously. Of the entertainingly
schlocky variety, true, which we eat up in huge wobbly mouthfuls. But what about the real ancient dread
things, lurking in our planet’s oceans – and let’s not
forget, more than 75% of our world’s surface is covered in liquid. Let Schlock Magazine guide you to a

In the fourth century BCE, Aristotle described a
giant squid, called teuthus, of size ‘five ells long’.
So you can imagine, legends of giant squid have
been around for a long time.
Bigger still than the giant squid is the Colossal
Squid, which is estimated to grow up to 14 metres
long, if not more. While the giant squid’s tentacles
are equipped with suckers surrounded by a ring
of horn with which to hold on to prey, the colossal
squid’s tentacles are equipped with sharp hooks to
grasp firmly to whatever it eats. Sperm whales have
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What does one think when asked what lurks within
the depths of the world’s oceans? From a typical
Schlock reader, one would assume mentions of
sea serpents, gigantic man-eating sharks, merfolk;
octopi of immense scale, lovingly dragging divers to
their lairs; squid of similarly colossal sizes, locked in
combat with sperm whales. And within the deepest
and darkest waters, where the very laws of physics are crushed into insanity, lies the ancient city of
R’lyeh, sunken aeons ago, now home to Cthulhu, the
dread ancient thing, dreaming, waiting for the time
when the stars are ripe and R’lyeh is lifted back to
the surface…
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Above is pictured the biggest specimen of Colossal
Squid – and biggest cephalopod – ever caught. At 10
metres long, and weighing 495kg, it was caught off
the coast of New Zealand. Its beak was smaller than
some found in the stomachs of whales, meaning that
there are far bigger individual squids out there.
Giant and Colossal squids are an example of abyssal gigantism, the tendency of deep water species
to grow to sizes far larger than their shallow water
counterparts. This can be seen in the colossal squid
from their large and robust beak and huge eyes.
Squid of enormous dimensions are not the only cephalopods of interest though – or even squid. What
about the Humbolt squid, also known as the Diablo
Rojos (red devils) in Spanish for their red colouring
and vicious swarming temperaments?

Image source: National Geographic

Let’s not forget octopi! Or octopuses, whichever
you prefer. Octopi are awesome, not to mention
smart – in experiments, an octopus could open a
screw-top jar in order to get the food inside. They’re
also innate escape artists, as many aquarium enthusiasts could tell on their attempts at keeping an
octopus in captivity. No one’s sure whether they can
actually tell the future, as suggested by this year’s
infamous Paul the Octopus and its success at predicting World Cup match results.
The Pacific Giant Octopus is, as its name suggests,
a giant amongst octopi. A seemingly gentle giant,
seen here fraternising with a diver in waters off the
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been found with scars all over their bodies, probably
originating from battles with such squids.

VIDEO | The Fierce Humboldt Squid

Or Vampyroteuthis infernalis, the Vampire Squid
from Hell. Not a vampire, not from hell, but a weird
squid species.

image source: www.imdb.com

coast of Japan.
However the Pacific Giant Octopus also proved to
be a badass, as seen in this footage where a specimen
at a zoo made a snack out of the sharks sharing its
tank.
VIDEO | Shark vs Octopus

Do octopi use tools? This footage suggests so, as
this octopus carries a coconut shell around, using it
as a piece of armour.

You might have seen the footage of the bizarre Megapinna squid, with its long, elbowed tentacles.
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It’s a well known fact that octopi are masters of
disguises, changing their colour and even shape
to blend with their surroundings. The IndoneSCHLOCK MAGAZINE | THE SEA ISSUE
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VIDEO | Vampire Squid from Hell

VIDEO | Coconut-carrying octopus
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This is a Fangtooth fish, which lives in depths of up
to 5,000 meters. To give you an idea of the pressures
in such depths, a human being can survive for up to 2
minutes in the vacuum of space, while only a few seconds in such waters before being crushed into a pulp.

image source: http://marinebio.org

sian Mimic Octopus, however – described only in
1998 – takes camouflage a step further, by literally
transforming its shape and behaviour to imitate any
number marine species, from a scorpion fish to a sea
snake.

Here’s the Mimic Octopus in action: Mimic Octopus
Below are two cute deep water octopi – a telescope
octopus and a glowing sucker octopus. Both live in
depths of over 2000 metres!

image credit: National Geographic
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A small factoid: you might have noticed that a lot
of deep sea creatures – such as the giant and colossal
squid – are red. Why so? Red in the pitch blackness
of the depths is invisible to the eye, since very little
or no red light actually makes it to deeper waters.
Of course, the abyssal planes are not just home to
octopi and squid. There’s plenty of incredibly ugly
fish as well.

image credit: National Geographic
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Anglerfish are fairly well known, with their hanging
light sprouting from between their eyes. Less well
known are the Dragon Fish, whose light is at the end
of a filament growing underneath their chin. Both
kinds of fish use their bioluminescence to lure prey
into their gaping spiky toothed maws.
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The Barreleye might look like an average fish, but
that’s before you realize that its skull is in fact transparent. It derives its name from its barrel shaped
eyes, with their sensitive green orb-like lenses, which
can be swiveled around the soft transparent dome
housing them.
There are lots of weird shark species out there, but
there’s only space for one here, unfortunately. This is
the Goblin Shark, a deep water species coming from
a shark lineage originally thought to be completely
extinct.

image source: Wikipedia commons

Not much is known about this kind of shark. When
filming for a documentary, researchers found that
it can literally extend its jaws from its body so as to
grab on to prey, as seen in this footage.
Abyssal Gigantism was mentioned earlier, as the
phenomenon where deep sea creatures grow larger
than their shallow water counterparts. This is of
course not only limited to squid and octopi; there
are many examples of huge deep water denizens,
such as the Japanese Giant Spider Crab below.

images via: www.abc.net.au/science
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up by H.P. Lovecraft, although it wouldn’t look out
of place in the Mountains of Madness…
While scientists believe these creatures are distant
relatives to ordinary land-dwelling spiders, these
deep water critters have so far managed to defy classification conventions. Sea spiders usually have four
pairs of legs, although some species have five pairs.
They feed through a tube, through which they suck
on their prey of sponges and sea slugs. The deep
seas around Antarctica house the biggest and most
varied kinds of sea spiders, suggesting that these
blind, crawling mysteries have an important role in
the ecosystem there.
Of course, this small article is but a scratch on the
surface – or rather, a scratch on scratch, a very tiny
sampler of what’s out there. A visit to the Census
of Marin Life website will offer a lot of imagery and
facts to go through http://www.coml.org/ .
Deep Sea News is another site worth visiting for
anyone with an interest on the world’s oceans
Finally, last viewing suggestions:
Hide and Seek in the deeps
Squids! Lots of squids.

The length of their spiny legs averages at around
12 feet when fully grown, surrounding a roughly
football sized body. While Japanese waters house
the biggest, spider crabs are found in most seas and
oceans, including the Mediterranean, where they
also reach relatively big sizes.
Vampire Sea Spider from Antarctica? No, not made

Marco is an accidental traveler through various points in time and space. This unfortunate condition
makes him continually feel lost and confused, not to mention the constant vertigo. In between orientating himself to different times and histories, he reads, writes, and continually avoids deadlines.
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